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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
MICHAEL T. HAYES, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF 
AMERICA; THE IDAHO CORRECTIONAL 
CENTER; TIM WENGLER, WARDEN; DAN 
MELODY; TOM KESSLER; SGT. 
FLEMMING GREEN; MELODEE 
ARMFIELD; SHANE JEPSEN, 
CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF 
AMERICA, 
Defendants-Respondents. 
Supreme Court Case No. 43327 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
MICHAEL T. HA YES 
APPELLANT PRO SE 
BOISE, IDAHO 
HONORABLE DANIEL C. HURLBUTT JR. 
KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2013-19420 Current Judge: Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
User: TCWEGEKE 
Michael T Hayes vs. CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF AMERICA, etal. 
Code User Judge 
NCOC CCNELSRF New Case Filed - Other Claims Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
COMP CCNELSRF Complaint Filed Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
SMFI CCNELSRF Summons Filed Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
CHGA CCNELSRF Judge Change: Administrative Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
CCNELSRF Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
listed in categories 8-H, or the other A listings 
below Paid by: Hayes, Michael T (plaintiff) 
Receipt number: 0113878 Dated: 10/28/2013 
Amount: $96.00 (Money order) For: Hayes, 
Michael T (plaintiff) 
NOTC CCNELSRF Notice of Timely Filing Pursuant to the Prisoner Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Mail Box Rule 
NOTC CCNELSRF Notice if prepaid Filing Fee of $96.00 on 10/03/13 Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOAP CCVIDASL Notice Of Appearance (Naylor for Idaho Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Correctional Center Melodee Armfield and 
Thomas Kessler) 
ANSW CCVIDASL Defendants Answer to Plaintiffs Civil Rights Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Complaint and Jury Trial Demand 
NOTS CCNELSRF Notice Of Service of Process Pursuant to Idaho Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Rules of Civil Porcedure Rule 4 (0)(2) Completed 
(with Attached Affidavits) 
NOTS CCNELSRF Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOTS CCNELSRF Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOTS CCNELSRF Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOTS CCRADTER Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOSV CCBARRSA Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
MISC TCMEREKV Defendant Corrections Corportation Of America's Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Motion To Dismiss 
MISC TCMEREKV Defendant Idaho Correctional Center's Motion To Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Dismiss 
MEMO TCMEREKV Memorandum In Support Of Defendant Idaho Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Correctional Center's Motion To Dismiss 
MOTN TCMEREKV Motion For Extension Of Time To File Answer In Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Opposition To ICC Motion To Dismiss 
NOTC. CCNELSRF Notice of Intent to Dismiss Defendant for Failure Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
to Serve (14 Days) 
ORDR CCNELSRF Order Requiring Response to Motion to Dismiss Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
(21 Days) 
ORDR CCNELSRF Proposed Scheduling Order (14 Days) Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
MOTN TCMEREKV Motion To Amend Civil Rights Complaint And Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Demand For Jury Trial Pursuant To I.R.C.P. Rule 
15-A 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2013-19420 Current Judge: Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
User: TCWEGEKE 
Michael T Hayes vs. CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF AMERICA, etal. 
Code User Judge 
NOTC CCMURPST Notice of all CCA/ICC Defendants Served rocess Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule 4-C 
MOTN CCMURPST Motion for Hearing and Oral Argument and Notice Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
of Hearing Pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rule, 7-B-3A 
DEOP CCNELSRF Memorandum Decision and Order: ICC'S Motion Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
to Dismiss 
ORDS CCNELSRF Order Of Dismissal for Failure to Serve and Order Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Denying Motion to Amend 
ORDR CCNELSRF Scheduling Order Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
CDIS CCNELSRF Civil Disposition entered for: Idaho Correctional Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Center (ICC), Defendant; Hayes, Michael T, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 8/21/2014 
CDIS CCNELSRF Civil Disposition entered for: Corrections . Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Corporation of America, Defendant; Green, 
Flemming, Defendant; Jepsen, Shane, 
Defendant; Melody, Dan, Defendant; Wengler, 
Tim, Defendant; Hayes, Michael T, Plaintiff. 
Filing date: 8/21/2014 
NOSV CCMURPST Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
MOTN CCMURPST Motion to Modify the Court Order Scheduling A Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Amend Pleading to Be Filed Within 30 Days of It's 
8/21/2014 Court Order 
ORDN CCNELSRF Order Denying Motion to Modify Scheduling Order Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOTS CCRADTER (2) Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOTS CCSCOTDL Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOSV CCMURPST Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOSV CCMURPST Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOTS CCMCLAPM (2)Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOTS CCGARCOS Notice Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
CERS CCGARCOS Certificate Of Service Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
ANSW CCGARCOS Plaintiffs Answers to Defendant's Request for Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Discovery 
MOTN CCGARCOS Motion for Extension of Time to Complete Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Discovery 
MOTN CCMURPST Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
DECL CCMURPST Declaration of Melodee Armfield Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
DECL CCMURPST Declaration of Wayne Peterson Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
DECL CCMURPST Declaration of Thomas Kessler Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
MEMO CCMURPST Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
for Summary Judgment 
ORDR' CCNELSRF Order re: Motion for Extension of Time and Order Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
for Response to Motion for Summary Judgment 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-OC-2013-19420 Current Judge: Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
User: TCWEGEKE 
Michael T Hayes vs. CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF AMERICA, etal. 
Code User Judge 
MOTN CCSNELNJ Motion for A 30 Day Time Extension for Filing a Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Motion for a Opposition to the Defendants Motion 
for Summary Judgment 
ORDR CCNELSRF Order RE: Renewed Motion for Extension of Time Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
(Granted) 
MOTN CCMURPST Motion for a 5 Working Day Time Extension for Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Filing a Motion in Opposition to the CCA/ICC 
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment 
MOTN TCMEREKV Motion In Opposition To CCA/ICC Defendants Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Motion For Summary Judgment 
ORDR CCNELSRF Order Granting Second Motion for Extension of Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Time 
MOTN CCMURPST Motion for Oral Argument Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
MISC CCMURPST Citations to Assist the Court Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
DEOP CCNELSRF Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
JDMT CCNELSRF Judgment Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
CDIS CCNELSRF Civil Disposition entered for: Armfield, Melodee, Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
Defendant; CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF 
AMERICA, Defendant; CORRECTIONS 
CORPORATION OF AMERICA, Defendant; 
Green, Flemming, Defendant; Jepsen, Shane, 
Defendant; Kessler, Tom, Defendant; Melody, 
Dan, Defendant; Wengler, Tim, Defendant; 
Hayes, Michael T, Plaintiff. Filing date: 5/11/2015 
STAT CCNELSRF STATUS CHANGED: Closed Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
NOTA · CCMURPST NOTICE OF APPEAL Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
[file stamped 06/09/2015] 
APSC · CCMURPST Appealed To The Supreme Court Daniel C Hurlbutt Jr. 
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HflMF/EJD WIJS ~T JhE TiflJE OF TnESE EVENTS ENDOWED 
A civil R,&HTS coMPJfliNT,,,..8-
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,oe ~o• 
wirh Th£ ACCOONTf.JB1//TY IJND f1ESfONS1B1ltTY -ro SEE TO 
iT 7nJJT f}J} .TNM(-}TfS wiThiN Cree)) ffl/soN flEcEivE R 
• l e o o e \ • 
Ff}! fl !1ND IM ff} fiT11J/ DJ SCJ Pit NII RY HE!lfiJ NG AS l}}J JNTRE,!}j 
PIJRT OF HE fl EMf}OY!1ENT. 
e • • 
DEFEND/JNT IJRMf1E/D JS 6£JNt; Sueo 1N HE!( PERSIJNI-)} 
a e " o 
/;ND OffJCJ!)./ CRf!tCJTJES,, 
IV. 
0 
STIJTEt')ENT OF Clh/t'l 
' . 
(8). f}T !HJ RE/EVIJNT TINES hEffEJN1 DEfENO~NTS 
?J)fflE ''PEfi50NS ll FoR foflPOSES of '-I~ v.s.c. y 1rg3 
!tND !JCTcD ONfJe.R ca/oR of JAW ,o DEPR,°vE P/FJJ0NT/FF oF His 
0 
S,f)TE AND FEDERnJ R1GHTS /JS SET foVRTH BEiow. 
V. 
e 
STATE/v/ENTOF MfJTEfllfJ} F!JCTS 
('!). PlniNriFF Micnf)E/ T, HfJYES Wf}S f/f.}CED lN 
f {j/soN f>T ThE J:D!lHO coRREcr,oN!)J CENTEfl ,'N ftPRiJ 
ioo4. P/!}JNTJ°FF 1JJ!}S -r/JfJNSFEREO 1tJ ThE ID[j}/O flJ/fXtMu}IJ 
0 O C 
ScCUfilTY INSTJToT/oN ON ftUGUST ;;l.51 ~01)1 WhERE 




., r, • 
(Jo), ThAT Wbi/E h()USED IN SEGfiEG!FT!ON DOIIJNG 'YOIY !)ND 
AUGUST ao;; S.GT fJE/vJJVJJNG Gf/EEN f/EfosED 10 6lv£ MER 
0 
DENTf}J P1cX flroM /VJY PRofER1J Foti 39 !JIJYS, IJFTER 15 
DftYS 1/I SEGnEGfJT!oN ·Wlrh fooD J11»fPED BETWEEN !1Y 
TEETh .I @OT ft f}!)D 6Ufl) INfEcTJo)I. I nf)D TO SEND !N 
R HEAi Th SERVICES REQUEST fofiM To SEE 7h£ DENTEST 
0 O O 0 
Dr, 2(}!JY/tJE PETE fiSoN who ?fiESC!f 1BE D ME SO)'l)E flNTJ 810T1cs 
O O O () 
Faff ThE SEf!Jous GU/I) JNfECT!ON Cf)USED 13'/ThE B»c;eflf/j 
0 
f/joPJ fioTT!NG fooD Thf}T WflS Tfl!JPTED BETWEEN ffJY "TEETh faff 
J 5. DfJYS .. 
(1/J. ,hERE is NO lEG/TJ°MfJTE PENo/oG/cJ}/ PUl1P0SE oH 
0 0 0 , 
o!JJ'ECT!VE BEJNG SERVED BY HfJZJNG PND HfJliffSSJ/VG IJl/1/)TE 
Mfchl)E/T. H!tYESo JYJ»JfiNG V!CTl/'1 HAYES STJ:t/;N R SEGREGf)T10N 
Pff isoN CEIi Fon 15 DAYS w)'rh FooD lfl/3-f PED BETWEEN H/s TEETh 
,0 
fJND CfJUSJNG A 3f)D GUM INFECTJ°o}I; 1hRT h!-tlJ TO BE T!iE!tlED 
WiTn PffEScfll'BED !JN1i0B/or1°cs is IN fl1CT DEJlBE/fRTE iND!FFERENCE 
q t, (1 ,., 
TO PJnJNTtffS SEfi/OUS HER)Th cfff!E NEED, CfNJSJNG NEED)ESS 
f !JJN !JND SUFFERING Ta f/f}JN77fF JVJ1chf)E/'T, JJ!tYES is/}/ f!)CT 
' • I 
A CJV!I fi1GHTS COMf/!}}NT -JO -
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ft v10Jnr/01v oF rhE E1GHT ft MEN DMENT of TAE VNiTED 
STRTES CONSTJTuTl~Ns ffloh18t°TJ°oN l}Gl)VIST cRUEI RND 
1.JNUsul)/ PoNJShYJeNT5 1·NflicT£D,, 
c1~1, YEs r1e MM1°Nc G'flEEN lNTE/ilTJaN!}//Y 1°nfJ1cTED A'EED}Ess 
PlfiN !}ND S0ffe/l1NG oN His vtcr11'1 M1chl}E/ T. fJ!tYES BJ fJEfoS£11tc 
To 0iVE VJCf;#) f/!J'/ES ft DENT/I/ P/'cK f f/oH His ?lio?EfiTYo -rhus 
CEUSJ°JJC rhE foofJTtJST,!J-YTf!fl?EO BET2tJEc)I v/cTJ)1 fl»YES 
TEETh Fofi JS DftYS/ f}ND CRUSJNG !JSEflJoos GuHiNfECT10N TO 
DEVE/o? ,which hRD To BE Tf?E»TED BY fJ HEDicf)j fflofEss;°oN!)) 
'21Ji,h ANT1Bi0T1~s MED1crrno1Vs. 
C/3). flSC!JN BE SEEN BY ThE T.Df)HO DEPfJ/fTJ1EN1 <!Jf 
COflRECTioN t;fl/fV!}NCE /f}PfE!t) fof/JI) 6/liEVfJ}ICE Nvt1BER; 
IC 1/0oo /10 g DEFENDl}/vTS D!JN }l)EJoPY1 ToM ff£S5LcR 1 !tN D 
rec W!tfiDE!v 1lt1 WENGJER CONSfi!rED wirh ,hE 
PE fi PETfi RTofi FIEMMiNG G fl EE N TO DE Pfrll/E v1c.T/M })!JYES Of 
0 ' 
NEEDED HYG JENE JTEM I} DENT!}-/ PICK which cou}D HJJUE BEE/I/ 
·VSED 10 DJS}odGE rhE Tfl!tff'ED fooD BETWEEN v1criM HA-YES~ 
TEETh,i tlfJD PfiisoN ST!)ff S1!11?}Y 0/VEN ViCTJ/1 HfJYES fl NEEl)ED 
A c/v1/ R1GJITS COJ1P/!}iNT- JI-
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0 c (} 0 
DENT.I}/ PJcK FfloJI) HIS PflofERTY; VICTIM HAYES cou/D H!iUE 
DJS JodGE ThE TfifJf PED FooD Ff/of!) BET1JJEEN J-Jis TEE1h AND 
·rhE GoJIJ 1NfEcT10N woo!D NoT H!tUE DEVEloPE D IJJ -rhE FJ°Rs T 
Pl!JCE ~ 
CJ~). !iS Cf)N BE SEEN BY EJh18J°T J-oNE ThE G!ii'EV!}NCE/ 
ft?fER) NUJ1f}Efj IC 110001108 DEFEJVDPNTS DftN J1EJoDi 
~ ' 
To M KcssJEfi 1 »ND WlifiDEN TJH Wf»GJE R fJJJ DDl1ED 
0 tJ 
,hE G!liEV/fNCE /l}f PE!)} AND COlvDONED rhE ?INCoNST1To7JeNJ}j 
P!CTJQJvS of DEFENDfJJVT f/EMM!NG Gf/EEN. 
CJ5). fJ/50 NOTE ,ht DRN MEJoDY LEVE) oNE--TNJTJA} /lf5fON5E 
-ro 1hE ICC GfliEVf)JVCE NUJfJBE!i- re }/0001}08 J!Jf)ff/1ED!i5 
fyj;Bir ONE; OfFENDfH Hit-YES 1s h()uSED JN f)DMi»J°STfiRTJVE 
SEGfiEfd!)TioNI DENT!}/ Pie.Ks !tRE NOT JNcluDED ON 1tiE IJST Of 
0 o 
AJ/oWRBIE PfloPEfr-rY Fofi SEG R£Gft1J~N JJll1RTES~ !)S C!tN5E 
SEEN BY EXhiBtT 3 1h£ !)D SEGREG!)TfoN COJIJMissflRY !/ST 
11)/)Jch ~f)S DEVE/oPED ESPECJAIJY fofi !tD SEGf/E<J/FTl'oN INHfJTES 
0 0 ~ 
SEE JTE/'1 OS4~ DENW} f1cKS/ YES DENT/)/ P!c/5S !)RE ft 
iNc/uDED ir£J1 ONTAE J/sroF 1t1Jow11BIE f/l(JfER1Y FoR 




SEGijfGATJoN !Ni1/iTES. HEflE DEFEND/iNTS DEN !1£/oDY_; 
!()JI} /1ES5)ER 1 RND 21Jli8DEN 1i~WENGJER>s DEJJBER!tTE 
o O a <J <> 
INDJPFERENCE TO VICTIM N!tYES 1S Sffi!OUS hEf)}Th CfJflE A'EEDS 
is Show}/, 'IES !))) 3 DEFEND!-)NTS WENT R)/rJNG ·wi,h 1hE 
wfTA 1hE F11Bfi1c1tTeD Jt'E 1N ThE G!i1EVJ+NcE l»FfEf-}J, YES 
rh/s is DEJJ°BEfi!iTE !NDifFERENCE TO V;cr/)1 HPYES SE!IJ°ous 
J1ED!C!)} NEEDS /N vio)PTJON OF rhE <t-EfGf/TH f))1[A/DMfNT 
' r, ,0 
<J f Th£ 1JNJTED STftTE,S CoNST!TUT/O)/. 
e, 
(/6). ON 7);3);)._o}/f-)TSOJ1ET!/!1EBETVJEE)v 1:osraJ.'J.SP.M. 
0>1 A-?oD SGT FJE/1/IJJNG G!fEEN 2JJ/3S w11Jlf1NG EY MY ct11 
DooR -A~ /05' fJND I XNoc}{ED ON rAE CE// Dooff !JND G'OTflis 
~ C 
f)TTENf/ON R!VD J-j[Cf)/vJE()Vefj ro !1YCEJJ Dool? f)NJ)!)Sf{ED !FI 
NEED[ D S0METh1N6. I roJD /1)(1, Gl?EEN ThP-T I NEEDED l")Y 
CR/J11NRI cRSE rtJes B1tcK FfioM MY f/rOPERTY so .T couJ D 
GETThE CRSE F/JES Fi'E/1 DY fofi )[Gf)} f'JRJ)/'NG ro ThE VJ/iTED 
0 0 ' 
STATES DIST{i/cTCOUffT SD ThE Cf}SE cou/D GET f;JED )N 
FEDERAJ COURT. ffT ThfiT n·;v)f~ Tht PEff PfTRRTofi GfJEEN 
0 0 
fl ES f()}J DED IN ,4 TONE Th RT WlfS /<!)u D VE (?Y !lG/IESS/Vc ft}/ D 
A c,~vil R,°GHTS ({)fl}f}f-}iNT -- )3-
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I O 0 
'1N6RY RN D S f}J D I hAVE BEE!v Wit/TING Fo[f You TO f)S'r, ME 
Fofi SOMErh/NG, ?J)hY DoN1T You Sf1f1fiToFFrotJE J/'HE You DO 
TO OThE!r STl)ff MEMf3ERS !iND I w;JJ fUNCh YovR FRCE /'N 
0 O ~ 
f) ND D fi OP Ya U. Th AT BI Ac K 5 f Jc K BJ TC h F Ii o M MEX l co No fr 11 ft 
RoDf//'G utz 1sN?T he RE ro PfioTECT You Now~ ·rhE ?ER PE1i11r1o1r 
0 O el 
SGT G!iEEN ThEN S'1ID rh1:rr; ThfJT BJRcK SfJcK !311ch FffOM MEXJCO 
NORHf} fioDRIGUEZ G(YT hER JOB AS VN/TE J1ANAGER hErE BY SEXUJ)/ 
() 
FRVof1S ·ro !))} u?PER ICC STAFF !1EJ1BE!i'S. fl(JD/iJGUEZS S[XUP} 
0 ,0 
P11voRS TO u?PER ICC ST!)ff )1Ef'1BER5 GOT HER ThRT '308 ?oSlTJON 
AS VNiTE }'l)!})ll}<;E'f,, ThE PEfi f[TflfJTO!i SGT GREEN ThEN Sf)iD 
t, 
ThFJT Th[ oNJY fiEflSON rhr+T RoDF/JGUEZ W!tNTEDTo !1PRH~ 
0 0 C 
HRYES 11)/9S ThfJT HAYES WfJS ThE BJRcK SPIC~ f31TchES 77crfET 
)N fJND OUT OF ThE 'VAl!0TED STfJTES_ 1hE PEfiPETfl!tTO!i SGT 
{;fj[EN WfJS 1-rr l1YCEJ1 DooR SOMEWhEflE BETWEEN :J TO~ 
11iNUTES, SEE ENcloSEV E1ih7B/T 6l_ G!l/EV/9AJCE /R?JJEfJ) 
NU!1BER/ .J: JJ000/073, YES DEFENDANTS ToM KESSJER1 
fJND ?J)/)flDEN r/M WfN(iJE!? CONSPif?ED 10G'ETAER ·ro TRY 
f-7NO CQVER UP S'GT0fiEE}/S 7BEH»vioff !+ND SEXU/j)} "JOB 
A civil R1sHrs coMPJB1N1- J ~ -
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o O"' o O O 011> o , 
DISC8Jl1 JNATJoN ~ND flBCISM JOB DJSCRJMJN!}TJoN f)Gl}JNS T 
0 0 
?JNJTE f/)!})l!JGER No8/1fJ floDRIGUEZ. 
a 
(/7). YES ICC PfilSON ST!)ff D»N HEJ0D0 101'1 /iESS)Eff1 SAflNE 
I 0 
"JE?SEN1 !J-ND 2f)f)fJDEN Tlt1 vJENGIER !J}J Tf/JED TO CfJVEf<, UP 
o o a o o 
SGT f}f)'IJJl}JJVG 0/rEENS' 1//EGf.)} /J)ID ?JNCONSTJTUT/o)ll}-j BEHJJIJJOR. 
1cc WJJflDEN TJl1 WENG/ER WENT so f!)/i f}STa IJ°E ;); J-Jis 
! 0 
f)NSWE!f ro ThE Ht;YES GfliEV!tNCE/!t!ff!)} SEE EXh1B1r TWO 
(~) LEVE/ 3-l}PfEJ/f.}TE f}UThof11"-ry fiESFONSE BY W!tflDEN 
0 I 
T'IH WEJIG/ERJ /}G'J.)JN !JS f)NSWE fiED ON YooR CONCERN 
fof!J1S) SGT 6fJEEN /JPS DEJJtED rhis EVER T<JOK f)f}CEI AND hE NO 
' 0 o O 1 
}oN6EH JS EJ1P)oYED hEflE, !JON ETf)RY ffE/JEF IS DEJ/JtD: YES 11'1 
1JJENG/ER Tfi1E D so HIIRD To covE Ru P fofi »Js SE/tC?EhT f/El1!1JNG 
GBEEN ThAT ICC U}!}flDEN ,/11 WENG/EP, /iED /N JliS }EVE J-3 
!}ffEJJ))TE frESPONSE BY S!)YiNG SGT {;f/EEN 15 No JoNGEfi E/1P)oYEEJJ 
hEflE" . . . 
(/5). ThE ffJCT is SGT fJE/111/NG G!IEEN STJi/ ?LJ(!)RXES fJ7jXCC 
Pflis~», Yrs 21J»RDEN TJn ?JJENaJER JJ°E n 1» JJE GE/EV!}J./CE 
(l C) 
/ !)P?EJJ) of Jo/5);;;0/J VJhEJI HE f}}!S'?J)tRED The V!CTJfJ /-JJ)YES 
' 0 
!}?PEI}/ JN TCC GRJEVflNCE NU/'1BER :IC J/OOO /078, 
I} eiviJ fiiGHTS COJ1P}ff/N, .. JS-
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CJ~). ON 7 /JJ)aol/ f}fTf R SGT f/E/1t1!NG GflEEN rhrEflTENED 
1() ?oNch MY ffJCE JN /jJvD DRoP ME, -rhE ffflPET8»To!f GfJEEN ThEN 
FRJsjfJED A DiscjpJJNRffY oFFENSE fJE?ofiT tt;JJ'JJS 11vaflDER ·To 
rorThER SUBJECT ViCTJ/11 Michl}[ J T J/!tYES iO fuNlshMENT- 1hE 
0 0 tJ 'it C, O 
DJSCJP/JN!}RY HEAfiJNG <9FFJcE!J DEFENfJ!)NT !1E/0DEE /JBJ1fJEJD 
CONS?JBED w/rh ff-r/JER rcc?/JisoN ST!Jff ·To FuNYsn vicr1;v; 
' 0 ~ ~ 
HRYES !)ND FOUND ViCTIM H!}YES G()J/TY OF ThE ff)/SJFJED Hf)/i/1SS/1ENT 
Dofi W!IJ°TTe)I ON 7/rJl:JolJ BY ·r/,E PEflfE7flf}Tofl F/El'}/l)f}IG 
f} 41 
(;ffEEN. SGT G!IEEJ./ f!}/SJFJED Th£ DQfl f?EPOIITTO ft/SO COVER UP 
I O ,e O f) 
HIS OVJN J/}EG!J/ ftND UNCONSTJiU1NJJIJ)} f/CTJONS. 
(~OJ. DEFEJIDJ)NT ME/ODEE !J/1!'1fiEID FouND VicT1H HJJYES GojJTY 
OF rhE DoR flEPORTWJThour /J-hE!}/IJNG. v/cr/)1 HnYES wESNoT 
0 0 0 o , 0 
G1vEN !}NY NOTICE of ThE HEflfrJNG DIITE O fi 7iJvJE. V!CT; 11 JliiYES WftS 
NoT J}//oWED TO frE/iD J-1/s ST!)TE/1EJJ1JNTO 1hE !?ECOfi.D FaR }-liS 
0 " OWN DEFENSE- vicTJM H!4YES WES NtJT f}J/oWE!) ro6ET1JJITNESS 
STl)iEHEHTS FRoJ17hE EYE w}TJIE)S[S ·w~o 7))/TNESSE D Th£ Jood 
fiNG RY VE/rBJ)J f}S5J)O}T ON vic.TJM J-JJJYES AND HE»fiD 1nE Thf/Ef}T 
0 6 I ~ 
Of fhYSJCB/ V1o}EJJCE ·WhEN SGJ G!IEEN ToJD V/c!J/1 HRYES Th»T 
0 t1 O 0 
A CJVJ) f/JGNTS C0}1P}f}JNT-/6-
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Wh Y Do}J1T You S/111)/jJ ()ff To JvlE hkE Yt10Do TO ThE orhEfl STJJFf JV)EtlJBE!rS 
'1ND T?J}J'J fUNch You{) ff}CE IN v ·r~fJT BJRcK SPJc'f) 8t'rch FfioM 
,() 0 0 
MEXICO Noli ft1A RoDRJGUE2 ISN)T hEf'E TO ?!rOTECT You )\!(JU). 
(;JJ). DEFfJJD!iNT ME/ODEE Rfi/1F/EJD !-}CTJ&).JS C!)OSED VJCl!M 
H-RYE.S TO BE P}/iCED /N AD SEGflEG!iTJ~N BEcf)USE ()ff} C/!i55 
~ 0 t!> 
'B -Hf)f/f)SSf1ENT D1sc1PhNl1ftY OFFENSE fiEPDflT-rh»1W1!S 
0 \ U 
PJt}SJFJED BY SGT GREEN~ DEFENJJl1N1 MEio DEE !tflPJfJE)D 
DEN/ED v/cTJ/1 HAYES R DCJ fJ HEJ)Rf)vGiN vio/!}1J()}i) & F 1hE 
FoUflTEENTH AMENDMENTS DUE PfioCESS OF )FJW C/f)USE, 
c~~). vlcr;}1 !1JcnAE} TH.RYES /s ST/JJ JN fJD SEG /1FTER 
(J 0 
NERHIY 3 YEfJf/S Of UNCONSlJTUTJ~JI!}) JacK Do2u'» JN PD 
SEG, DEFEJ,J/Jf)NT f}!i/11f1EJD I coNstiflED wirh SG1 GREE A6 
TOM }{ESS}Ef?J Df)Jv J1E/OfJ0 IJND Tee W!Jfl!JEN TJJ1 WENG/ER 
To VEPf/JuE ViCTJ/1 H»YES OUT <!Jf His CONST/ru1/o)l!)/ J?iG'f/TS To 
I ~ 
rJiE FJ RST; E JG!JTH; !)ND FoURTEENTff f}/'1EJ/ DMENTS ,o 
-rhE VJv}TED ST!JTES CONSTJ0TU1Jf)}/. 
vx. O ceus ES OF A CT!()M 
Ca3), DEFEND!iNT TJ°M WENGJE/1 1S Oi'REc·T }1Now}EDG'E 
A tivi I Ri°6HTS COM P)HJNT-"717-
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OF f>ND FJ)J}Uf?E T0'1CT UPON) ThESE v/o)!-}TJONS Of fJJ)tNTJFF1s 
fiJGHTS TO AOE~U/}1E Ji YGiENE ITEMS RND »JJEfl. ()f)JE /JCCESS 
To His /[Gfj/ FJ°IES li/0N<;;w/1h !JJJE~Uf)Tc DENT»} C!JfJE PND 
"' ,0 I!> ' 
ThE VJO/f)T/O){S CJF V!CT!ft H!JYES DUE Pf/~C[SS fJiGJITS TO I} 
' ' "" FRIR DOR HE!i!JiJJG IS JEG!}/JY !JND ff)CTUfJJ/Y sufflc1ENT 
To Ho JD 1h/s DEFENJ)J}NT lNiT/!JJ/Y ;;ccooN11JBJE Fol? 1hE 
DEN/Ii I {)f DUE PRoc ESS -rhEfE By v/o/f)TJ)(G -rhoSE {?;°G'H TS 
.0 'O 
/}ff(')fJDED TnE P/f}JNTJFF 13Y 1hE FlfJST; <;JTh !}ND Jttrh 
O ~ 1 
Rl1END!1EN7S OF1hE VNrrED STIJ1ES <!ONSTJTUT/O}I, 
Cd.. 4) DEFEND!}N'Ts /D/1 KESS/El( D!JN !1E/oDY; f1El0DEE 
. 0 o 
f}fj 11 f1EJD1 /JJID Fl E 11!1/NG Gf1EEN1s DJ RECT /rN(!)2iJ)ED(JE 
0 6 ,0 O 
fJF !)ND f!NluRE T{) f}CT oP~J,/ -rhESE Vlo}RTtoNS Of P/IJ/NT/Ff's 
~ 0 
fi/GHTS DEScfi1BED HoflE Fu/JY W!Th/JJ 1hE STf)TE/'1ElvTOF 
0 0 ~ 
1'1»TE!r JJ)} fJ}CTS oFTh/S S»ME conp/f)}NT; fJfiE SUfF1c1ENTTO 
O O /'J D €!I 
SETOUT!i PfiJMf.} FRCIE C~SE OF DESCR!MJNJJ1J(!)/lj !JS 1hESE 
0 0 
DEFENIJ~NrS CONSPJ fiED T()GE1hE/1 TO DEPfJJVE 1hE 
P/f)JNTlFF vicT/J1 J1ic/if}E J T. Ji;+ YES~ F Hi8 COJ/ST/TuT/tJNJJ) 
f;/Gfl7S <uNDE R 1hE f}RS 1; 3-rh f)ND JL/11-) /1J1EJ.IDMEN15-
g 




• ~ 0 0 ' 
EXhAUSTJDN ()f ftDMJNJSTf?fiT;VE !iEMEDIES 
(as) f}FJiNT/Ff !1/ChRE J -r: H!JYES h'1S EXhAUSTED ft}) 
(l O • 0 
ADJIJINIST/1'1TJVE fiE/'1ED1£S fofl ThEc!fJ/!15 fjfioUGHT 
e d 
FouRTH IN ,his /!JW SOIT SEE r.DRHocoRfiECTJONl}J CENTERS 
(;fi/EVl-)NCE/!rff[R}S NvMfJEflS: J:.C J/000//08 Fi/EDON gj~Q/tJoJ/ 
PND COMfleTfD &)I 10/z }~oJJ Mf)/rHED liS E~hifJf1 CJJ,,!}/5() 
SEE rec Gf11EVf))JCE/1tffEf}/S NUMBER.: .IC JJOOO 1078 ft}ED 
e 
ON B J1s)~oJ/ 11NDcoJ1Pl£TfD OJ.I Jo}E/;).,o// Jl}Jt!f/1ED l)S fy,hiPJT 
Ca) fJoTh ~hi fJJTS 11 !)ND :;_ Fi)ED HE fit zdjTh •1EHC/o5ED 
z1,1irhrhis civ/J fl/GHTS coMP/EiNT HEfiEJN· 
VIII 
Pfl 8 C, f O C ' 
EVJOUS L!JWSUJTS ftN/J f}!JMJNIST!l!)[IYE !IE/1EE 
0 0 
Thef?E h!JSNOT 8EEN ~NY fREV}OUS JRW SUJT 0/i 
. e ~ 
OThER }EGIJ) ~CT!oN BASED ufoN Th ESE SltME SETO F MftTEfiJf.)/ 
F!JCT5 ri/ED. NO CJThEPJ }Aw SUJTS of( JEG!)J IJCTJONS Hl}VE f3EEN 
fi/ED lN !JNY TDEHO ST!JTE couRi oR OThER VNITED STATES 
DiSTf/icT COURT fREDicnreD UPON ThESE sa11c SET Of 
FPtcTS1 B~ ThE P/fJiNTiFF M1chf.JEIT:/HA'YES. 
0 O o 0 
A CIVI / fl1GHTS CoMf/RINT- Jq-
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PB8YE8 FO fl fjE)J EE 
0 ('t ~ 
ThE foNEGOJNG FfJCTS fJND f/E!tSONS !}FIE SUFfJcJENT To 
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The problem is: 
Idaho Department of Correction 
· Grievance F orn1 









Sgt Green r<3fosed to give me a dental pick in Seg or S:tvfU for 39 days, after 15 days in Seg \Vith food trnpped between my 
teeth I got bad gum infection. I was seen by the Dentest Dr Peterson i,.vho prescribed me some antibiotics for the serious 
gum infection caused by the bacteria from rotting food that was trapted between my teeth, for 15 days. 
I have tried to solve this problem informally by: 
Oral discussions with staff concern fotms dated 7 /2l/2011. 
I suggest the following solution for the problem: 
Have Sgt Flemming Green stop refasing to give needed hygiene supplys to inmates. Pay l'v(ichael T. Hayes 2.75 million 
dollars in Civil Rights violations of the 8th amendment of the U.S. Constitution and for pain and suffering 
Date Forwarded: 




Leve[ I Responder: 
The response from the staff member or person in charge of the areaioperation being grieved: 
08/23/201 I 
MELODY,DAN 
Offender Hayes is housed in Administrative Segregation. Dental Picks are not included on the list of allowable property for 
Segregation inmates in IDOC SOP 320.02.01.001, Restrictive Housing. Grievance denied. 
Daniel 1\-fe!ody 
Assistant Chief of Security 
8/22/1 ! 
Date: 10/08/201 l 01:49 
CIS/Facilities/Main/Misc/Orievance Detail 
Created By: cpenn 
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Date Due Back: 
Date Returned: 
e 




Your grievence has been reviewed and I find: 
Concur with first response. 
20633 
Grievance Disposition: 
Level 2 Responder: 




j:_:otf6ficier/:A.ppeat:!r~~@,~::::t;:);;~;2::::::g;~Kt:·;:·c:>:;:':)~:,;:{<t:~Yt3::~ .. ~:;t;=(i~::Pd::i;?_:i·:;<?·s:;~:::~:·::_:::::'.::::,r_'.·:'~P,'~:~;·::\''.:'{::::~;::,::;;?::':I 
Offender Comments: 
Sgt Green refosed to give me a dental pick in Seg or SMU for 39 days, after 15 days in Seg with food trapped between my 
teeth [ got bad gum infection. [ was seen by the Dentest Dr Peterson who prescribed me some antibiotics for the serious 
gum infection caused by the bacteria from rotting food that was trapted between my teeth, for 15 days. 
Date Appealed: 
Date Forwarded: 






Your appeal has been reviewed and [ find: 
Grievance Disposition: 
Level 3 Responder: 
Response sent to offender: 
Relief is denied. You ,vere provide hygie.ne items as required by policy. 
Date: !0/08/2011 01:49 
CIS/Faci!itics/Main/Misc/Grievance Detail 
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The problem is: 
Idaho Department of Correction 
Grievance Forn1 









<)n 7/13/201 l at son1e tin1e behveen 2:05 to 2:25 p.1n. on ~.!\-Pod Sgt Green \Vas \Valt.::ing by 1ny cell <loor - A.-105-and I 
knocked on the cell door and got his attention and he came over to my door and asked ifI needed something. [ told fl,fr. 
Green that r netded my criminal case file back from my property so I could get the cas.e files ready for legal mailing to the 
United States District Court so the case could get tiled in Federal Court. At that time rhe perpetrator Green responded in a 
tone that was loud very agressive and angry and said. [ have been waiting for you to ask me for something. Why don't you 
smart off to me kike you do to other staff members and r will punch your face in and drop you. That Black Spick Bitch 
from Mexico Nonna Rodriguez isn't here to protect you now. The perpetrator Sgt Green then said that, that Black Spick 
Bitch from Mexico Nrnma Rodriguez got her job as unite manager here by sucking all upper ICC staff members dicks and 
fucking them. Rodriguez fucked her way into that job position. that is tile only ,vay she got that job as unite manager. Sgt 
Green said that the only reason that Rodriguez wanted to marry Hayes was that Hayes was the black spick bitches ticket in 
and out of the United States. The perpetrator Sgt Green was at my cell door some where between 2 to 6 minutes. 
I have tried to solve this problem informally by: 
Oral discussions with staff concern form dated 8/2/2011 
I suggest the following solution for the problem: 
Have Sgt Flemming Green stop threatening inmates with bodily harm. Also have Green stop harassing Ms. Rodriguez with 
racial harassment sexual and gender harassment and discrimination. Pay victims 3.5 million dollars for civil rights 
violations. 
Date Forwarded: 




Level l Responder: 
08/22/20[ i 
JEPSEN, SHANE 
The response from the staff member or person in charge of the area/operation being grieved: 
Sgt. Greene spoke with about your excessive property at this time and never made any such statements that is being claimed 
about staff or inmates. 
Denied. 
COS Jepsen 
Date: l 0/08/2011 0 I :48 
CIS/Facilities/Main/Misc/Grievance Demi! 
Created By: cpenn 
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• 'IC l!OOOl078 HA YES, MICHAEL T 
Date Forwarded.: 08/22/201 l 
Date Due Back: 09/05/2011 
Date Returned: 09/06/2011 
Your grievence has been reviewed and I find: 




Level 2 Responder: 




On 7/13/201 lat some time between 2:05 to 2:25 p.m. on A-Pod Sgt Green was walking by my cell door-A-105-and I 
knocked on tl1e cell door and got his attention and he came over to my door and asked ifI needed something. I told Mr. 
Green that I needed my criminal case file back from my property so r could get the case files ready for legal mailing to the 
United States District Court so the case could gee filed in federal Cou1t. At that time the perpetrator Green responded in a 
tone that was loud very agressive and angry and said. I have been waiting for you to ask me for something. Why don't you 
smart off to me kike you do to other staff members and I will punch your face in and drop you. That Black Spick Bitch 
from Mexico Nonna Rodriguez isn't here to protect you now. The pe1vetrator Sgt Green then said that, that Black Spick 
Bitch from Mexico Nonna Rodriguez got her job as unite manager here by sucking all upper ICC staff members dicks and 
fucking them. Rodriguez fucked her way into that job position. that is the only way she got that job as unite manager. Sgt 
Green said that the only reason that Rodriguez wanted to marry Hayes was that Hayes was the black spick bitches ticket in 
and out of the United States. The perpetrator Sgt Green was at my cell door some where between 2 to 6 minutes. 
Date Appealed: 
Date Forwarded: 






Your appeal has been reviewed and I find: 
Grievance Disposition: 
Level 3 Responder: 




Again as answered on your concern forms, Sgt Greene has denied this ever took place, and he no longer is employed here. 
Monetary relief is denied. 
Dnte: l 0/08/2011 0 l :48 Created By: cpenn Page 2 of 2 
CIS/Facilities/Main/Misc/Grievance Det:iil 
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0016 S.Uve C'.onditiooor !So. $2.50 200C SS Keefe Coffee $0.25 ·-4429 Stt..,beny Waii,,, (sugo, free) $1.05 
0035 Softee3 n ooo conditioning shampoo 13.5oz $7.10 2005 Individual Coffee Pack $0.37 6003 Cajun Shrimp w/Ume Ramen $0.52 
0045 AfricanCrownl-!mDreuing4oz. $1.72 2006 SSDec:afeCoffee $0.27 6004 TexuBeefRamen $0.52 
0048 Coconut Oil Conditioner 5 oz. $1.75 2007 Tasters Choice Coffee 8oz K SI 7.58 6005 Ramon - Chili 3 oz. $0.52 
0105 Men's Power up Deodeunt 2.5oz $2.00 2011 Deeaflnstant Coffee - 3oz. H,K $3.75 6007 lwnen - C.jun Oucken $0.52 
0125 Meris Speed Stick Anti Perspir,nt 3oz $3.97 2015 Colombian Instant Freeze Dried Coffee - 3oz. H,K $3.50 6011 lwnen -Hot N Sp;cy Vegetable $0.52 
0207 Mild Hypo-Alletgonic s1on lotion 15oz. $2.15 2021 Keefe Non-daiiy Creomer Bo2 Resealable H,K $1.20 6047 Sevilla sp;cy Refried Beans SI. 70 
0209 Lotion w/Aloe $2.20 2030 French Vanilla cre,mer $6.75 6050 KK Instant Rice 8oz H,K $1.27 
0212 Coconut Ume and Aloe Louon $2.20 2034 Tea Bags -100 Count $2.55 6051 Brown Rice 6.5oz. H,K $1.15 
0214 CocoaandSheaBut1erLouon $1.65 2041 BCVanillaC.ppuccinoBoz H,K $220 6074 MackeralinBrine3.Soz H $1.75 
0235 Suave Advznced Therapy Lotion 10oz $3.00 2070 Individual Coco pack K $0.32 6083 M.!. Wlute Cieddar Popcorn 5oz H $2.17 
0241 Nonema2.5oz. $2.50 2071 KFHotCocoaMix 10oz. H,K $1.50 6102 StuffedJalapenoClup, 1.5oz $0.75 
0261 Elementz Almond & Shea Butler Condiuoo $2.35 2218 Sugar Substitute (Sweet Mzte)-100 Packets H,K $1.50 6117 C.Ctus Anne Ctuchy Cieetoe<. 1102 H,K $2.00 
0264 Elementz Almoad & Shea Butter Dandruff $2.85 2090 Instant Breakfast:. Variety Pack $6.50 6127 Hot Potlt Rinds. 2oz St.00 
0270 Ciapstick $2.60 2093 Keefe Pure Sugar 1202 Resealable K $1.39 6134 M.!. Caramel Com 3.53 oz H,K $1.08 
0280 SunBlocltSPF304oz. $4.00 2094 G<.enTea20count $4.13 6150 NachoCiips-CactusAnne 10oz. H $2.10 
0331 ProtectionShaveCreom7oz. $1.73 2172 Ciamomiletea $4.13 6171 ChiliComClup,Ftitos12oz. H,K $2.10 
0350 After Shave Gel 7oz. $2.00 2205 SS Tea w/Lemon $0.25 6172 B.C. Chili no Beans 1125oz $1.68 
0357 Elemenrz Eucalyptus & Mint Shampoo $2.35 2210 SS Fruit Punch $0.25 6173 B.C. Chili w/Be.ns 11.25 oz. $1.66 
0408 Lever 2000 W/Vaseline 3.15oz bar $125 2220 SS Lemonade $0.25 6174 B.C. Q,jJi w/Beans Hot 11.25 oz. Sl.65 
0424 Moistwi2ingBarSoap5oz. $0.68 2221 SFSm&WbenyWatermelon10oucks H,K $3.75 6176 B.C.BeefStewll.25oz. $1.73 
0426 SportBarSoap5oz. $0.74 2222 SFPineappleCherimoya10ricks H,K $3.75 6179 F.C.Sorc1inesmSoybean3.53oz. H,K $1.12 
0431 Anti Boctetio!Soop -Fteshsent 3.0oz $0.50 2224 SF Mango Ume 10 Sucks H,K $3.75 6181 F.C. Sorc1ines .-. Tomato 3.53 oz. H,K $1.00 
0500 Mutt Mouthwash 8oz. $0.95 2340 Lemon-Llme Gatorode 2.12oz. (makes I qt.) $0.85 6189 F.C. Fish Steak.-. Spcy Musw:d 3.53 oz. H,K $1.00 
0507 Colgate Toothpaste 4.2oz $3.05 2345 Keefe Orange Breokfast Drink 18 oz. $2.45 6190 F.C. Fish Steak with Green Ciilc< 3.53oz. H,K $0.95 
0530 CoolwaveToothposte4oz. $128 2353 CienyCoke-20oz. $1.50 6191 F.C.SolmonFi.kesmOil3.53oz. H,K $1.32 
0535 Sensodyne Toothpaste 4 oz. $7.50 2355 Sprite 20 oz. St.SO 6192 F.C. Smoked Oy,ters 3.53oz. H $1.85 
0542 Dental Picks Sl.35 2386 Dr. Pepper 20 o:z. $1.50 6193 B.C. Beef.-. BBQ Sauce 11.25 oz. $3.02 
0564 Fll<Odent $10.11 2390 Borq's Root Beer 20 oz. $1.50 6195 BC Oucken Bte2St 4.5oz $2.76 
0565 VitaminBl27Sc:ow,t $2.75 2392 CocaCoia20oz. $1.50 6241 BarcelonstDD<ednui.lOoz. K $3.10 
0590 Denture Cleanser 40 Count $2.25 2393 Diet Coke 20 oz. $1.50 6250 Onion cip 3.5oz. Sl.25 
0595 Denture.Adhesive-Effeigrip2.Soz $4.50 2395 DasaniWater20oz. $1.50 6262 Moyoruw,e-12packets H,K $1.13 
0596 Dentute cup $2.60 2365 Mellow Yellow $1.50 6263 Musw:d -12 packets H,K $0.44 
:~ E;?E~,:r~; ~~ :ii1~:i1:mtttfi&tz.l:lW!tttttt·rrwr ~E ~~::::[~.. r f:::~ 
0655 Goodsense Stomach teliefBoz (Like Pepto) $2.45 2604 Instant Potatoes $1.60 6274 Mrs. Dosh (no ult) 25 oz. K $2.95 
0671 Goodsense Cieny Cough Drop - 30 count $1.28 2664 Velveeta Mao n Cheese 3oz H,K $0.95 6294 B.C. Pasta Sauce. 4oz $0.55 
0680 DailyMultipleVrtmruns-90Tabs $1.80 2666 VelvetaCiceseyRice2oz H,K $0.70 6330 BeefSteakl oz. $1.25 
0683 Vitmnins - Multi-Supplement 50 Tabs $4.50 2667 Velveta spicy cheese rice 2 oz. H,K $0.65 6344 Cinnomon K $2.05 
0685 VitaminC-lOOTabs $2.25 2669 VelvetaChiliflavored,eftiedbeans4oz. H,K $1.25 6349 CAPartyMix.lloz $2.00 
0692 Vitamin E SOcount $2.50 2753 Unsalted Nuts $1.05 6374 Raisin Bton 15oz K $4.00 
0693 Eye Drops .Soz $1.75 2775 BC Spicy ground beef H $4.14 6375 Ma,shmallow Matey,1 Cereal H,K $6.80 
0720 MedicatedFootPowder3oz.-Hetitage $2.30 2789 Tapatio $ 1.75 6377 Colo ... lBenyCrunch K $5.75 
0754 Eroety Bozrds -10 Count $0.50 3004 Peanut Butler Creme Coolaes $1.30 6394 Frosted Flakes 21.0oz $4.00 
0760 Q-Tips-100 Count $0.80 3014 Fig Bon 16oz. K $2.50 6401 Variety pock Gmnola Bon 8.4oz. $4.50 
0769 Toilet Paper $5.30 3030 VanillaCremeCookies6oz. $0.95 6412 GrapeJellyl oz H,K $0.18 
0800 Comb-5" $0.16 3039 Mztia'sCoolcie<6oz. $0.76 6415 SSpeanutbutler $0.35 
0821 Palm Brush -1 Each $0.60 3041 Iced Oatmeal Cookies H,K $2.80 6421 Ronch Dreuing $0.65 
0856 Br.id E!a,tic -18 Count $0.95 3045 Duplex Creom Coo!cie< 5oz. H,K $0.95 6426 CA Medium Salsa 15.5oz. $2.15 
08" Oral B dental picks $6.80 3050 Ciocolate Chip Cookies 16oz. H,K $2.35 6428 CA Sharp Ciedder 1.5oz $0.40 
3695 Fish Oil $19.40 3112 Saltine Crackers 16oz H,K $1.50 6429 CAJalap. Cheddet 1.5oz S0.40 
~~i~isiia,w.,~m:@1:1i&Eiii:1: ~:~ s.;;~~ ~ ~~ = ~~~~::.:read ~ ri:E 
0829 6X9Envelope $0.15 3156 ChiliLemonChips9.5oz S3.15 6502 KosherZestyGarlicPidde $0.85 
0995 Expandoble Folder $124 3160 Wheat Thins 9.5oz. K $2.00 6508 Soy sauce 6oz. K $1.35 
0998 Typing Papet-8.5 x 11 (100 Sheei.) $2.19 3172 Chocholate Chip Peanut butter Brownie K $o.90 6510 Piconte Sauce lOoz $1.90 
1001 Stamped Envelope $0.63 3180 Blueberry Mini Muffin K $0.90 6520 MOM SS Oatmeal Apple $0.35 
1015 M=la Envelope 9.5 x 125 $0.15 3181 Chocholate Chip Mini Muffin K $0.90 6525 Salt and Pepper Shakers K $1.85 
1046 Compooiuon Notebook/Journal $2-15 3198 Poptarts Strawberty 2 pock $0.79 6527 MOM SS Oatmeal Maple $0.35 
1056 Add=s Book $0. 75 3205 Moon Pies Ciocolate $0.50 6529 Instant Gtii. (Singles) $0.50 
1061 WtitinsTablet-8.5x 11 Yellow $0.67 3230 PeanutButterWofer(singlepack) K $0.40 6540 StrawbenyBreak&stbu $0.!>0 
1063 Loose-leaf Paper- Wide Rcle (200 Sheets) $2.37 3231 Oatmeal Yum Yum (single pack) K $0.30 6600 FlourTottilla 8 oz. K $1.20 
1068 Security Ink Pen $0.35 3236 Swin Rolls (single pack) K $0.40 6604 Com Tottilla 12oz $0.95 
1085 Beveled Pink Euser $0.45 3270 ZC Cupcakes K $1.00 6606 ML Salted Peanuts 1.75oz K $0.50 
4687 Pocket Folder, Green $0.50 3274 ZC Monster Iced Buneez K $0.90 6607 Hot Peanui. 1.75oz. K $0.50 
j~@:!:'.:::!!!::IIJP:·~!!~'''~··:=·~··.,.'.~M:t ;~~~ ::.~~;~!. K ~~~ ~~ ~~";.~~·::· H,K ri:;~ 
0491 Soop Dish $0.53 3500 Honey 12 oz. K $2.40 6710 Rice & Beons-0,ili 4.4 oz. H,K $1.10 
0580 Tooth Brush Holder $0.42 3557 Beef Pepperoni $0.93 6759 Roast Beef and Gmvy $2.98 
0759 3MUtilityHook-1 Each $1.50 4003 Almond Joy K $1.00 6762 RR Beef Stick I.Bez Sl.20 
0970 Mirror - Pwtic $2.00 4005 Butlerfinger K $1.00 6764 RR Beef and Cheese Stick 1.2oz $0.95 
1200 AAA Bateiy (4eo) $1.15 4010 Snickers Bar K $1.00 6771 RR Beef Salami High He<t $200 
1213 IonAAbotleiy(lea.) $0.27 4013 MilkyWay $1.00 6773 RRBeefSalami5oz $2.00 
1400 24oz Bowl with Lid $1.16 4019 Ciick O Stick- .7 oz. K $0.30 6826 Freah C.tch Ciunk Tuna 423 oz. H,K $2.32 
1415 Tumbler /w lid 22oz $0.65 4031 Twix $1.00 
1450 Thens, cross strap Small $1.30 4032 3 Musketeen $1.00 
3820 Thens, crou ,trap X-1..a,go Sl.30 4035 Reese', Peanut butter cup, (Ref Sde.) K $1.00 
1451 Thens, c,0S11trap Modium $1.30 4036 Henhey Bar K $1.00 
1452 Thens, ci:on strap La,go $1.30 4038 Nutngeou, $1.00 
3533 Crou Strap Flip Flop 2 XL $1.50 4065 Big Hunk - 2 oz. K $1.00 
1464 Aj,.di,hwashingliquid, 16oz. $1.55 4066 Whoppers 1200. K $2.75 
1465 Ceo, Hygiene Bag $4.30 4067 Milk Duds 10 o,. K $2.75 
1704 Gloves - Je""Y $1.62 4089 Butlerfinge, Crisp $1.35 
1477 Detergent with Bleach St.65 4100 Buttencotch Buttons 4.25oz. $1.02 
1705 Foot Fi:eohenen/lnsole $2.10 4103 Bit O Honey 2.75 oo. $0.65 
1709 54" Shoe Loco, $1.14 4116 Red Licorice Twists $1.00 
11199 Hesitage Laundty Detergent. -14.4cs. $1.35 4120 Root beet Batrelo 4.25oz. $0.70 
4688 Coar Bowl with lid. $3.40 4136 Jolly Ranchen 7.4 oz. $0.96 
1222 CR2016Wao:hB&ttety $0.99 4140 JollyRanchenFire3.7oz $1.15 
7955 Washcloth $0.50 4141 Sn;ckero Peanut butter oquared K $1,00 
11997 Photo Ticket Sl.66 4143 Sta,li,ght M.-.ta 7 oz. $1.20 
4146 Atomic Fire Balls 3oz $0.65 
4152 EzD;gbywAJ1Swo3.75oz $0.85 
4154 Orange slices 5.75 oz. $0.84 
4155 Sugar Free Condies 1.75 oz. $0.70 
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1530 Boxen - Med $4.50 "9002 New Balance Size 7 EE $65.00 1249 GPX AM-FM W.Jkmon rqs 2 AA battery $10.00 
1531 Boxm - Lg. $4.50 9008 New Balance Size 7.5 EE $65.00 1255 Headphones - Ste= Earbud $3.50 
1532 Boxen -XL $4.50 9094 New Ba1ance Si2e 8 EE $65.00 1272 lronuw, Watch S 53.20 
1533. Boxer Shom - 2XL $4.50 9098 New Balance Size 8.5 EE $65.00 1290 Solar eolculator $14.25 
1534 Boxer Shom - 3.XL $4.50 9158 New Ba1ance Size 9EE $65.00 1299 Sony Wolkman Radio S 34.00 
5725 BoxerShorts-4XL $4.50 9201 NewBatanceSize9.5EE $65.00 1832 PowerStripclear $16.75 
7988 Gym Shom -Med (Blue) S7.00 9301 New Batance Si2e lO EE $65.00 1980 Wateh Band for Casio SS.15 
7989 Gym Shorts - Lg. (Blue) $7.00 9307 New Ba1ance Size 10.5 EE $65.00 6842 Cloek Radio -Clear $12.50 
7990 Gym Shorts -XL (Blue) $7.00 9310 New Ba1ance Size 11 EE $65.00 6897 RCA Univen,al Remote $14.25 
7991 Gym Shorts -XXl.arge (Blue) $8.50 9324 New Balaru:e Size 11.5 EE $65.00 7015 Skyworth/ Amp'd Remote NOT Uni .. m! $12.00 
7302 BlueGymShorts4XL $8.50 9327 NewBatanceSize12EE $65.00 7018 Amp'd13"LCDTV $264.71 
1551 ThermalTopMedium $5.80 9331 NewBatanceSize13EE $65.00 7039 CL20Headphon.. $35.00 
1552 Thermal Top La,ge S5.80 9364 New Balaru:e Si2e 14 EE $65.00 7040 Fxn-8' Clear $20.00 
1553 Thermal Top XL $5.80 9367 New Ba1ance Size 15 EE $65.00 7049 Oip on Lamp -a..r $11.00 
1554 ThermalTop2XL $6.95 9003 NewBa1anceSi2e7EEEE $65.00 7050 BCHotPotwithStrmner $15.75 
1555 Thermal Top 3XL SS.35 9011 New Balance Size 7.5 EEEE $65.00 7088 Plugm Alum Qoek $11.60 
1556 Thermal Top 4XL $8.35 9095 New Balance Size 8 EEEE $65.00 7093 Wateh waterresistant C..io. $22.00 
1561 Thermal Bottom Medium $5.80 9099 New Batance Size 8.5 EEEE $65.00 7157 CR2025 Iron Man Watch Battery $1.35 
1562 Thermal Bottom La,ge SS.80 9159 New Ba1ance Si2e 9 EEEE $65.00 9805 Media time ($5.00 Increments) $5.00 
1563 Thermal Bottom XL $5.80 9202 New Ba1ance 9.5 EEEE $65.00 9809 Amp'D 4gb mp3 player $127.20 
1564 Thermal Bottom 2XL $6.95 9303 New Balaru:e Size 10 EEEE $65.00 9810 Amp'D 8gb mp3 player $153.70 
1565 Thermal Bottom 3.XL SS.35 9308 New Balance Size 10.5 EEEE $65.00 9811 Amp'D Earbuds $15.90 
1567 Thermal Bottom 4XL $9.15 9317 New Batance Size 11 EEEE $65.00 9812 Amp'D Outlet adapter $15.90 
7185 Tube sock Yellow Stripe $1.55 9325 New Batance Size 11.5 EEEE $65.00 9813 Mp3 screen protector (2nd gen) $6.56 
;:: ~:=:ied ::~: :E ~:EE H:::: :~:~ ::;::;;~:,;:,ii::iiii>rnrt::t:r:r:;;r 
7960 Sweatshirts -XXLg $18.40 9369 New Balaru:e Size 15 EEEE $65.00 1125 Photo Album $2.10 
7961 Sweatshirts -XXXL $21.60 1900 Reebok Caasie Nylon Shoe 7 $43.35 1256 Ear Plugs- I set $0.35 
7962 Sweatshirts-XXXXI.g $24.55 1902 RoebokCaasieNylonShoe8 $43.35 1281 RoadingGlaases1.75X $9.90 
7963 Sweatpant>-Med $14.25 1904 RoebokCaasieNylonShoe9 $43.35 1282 ReadingGtaase.2.25X $9.90 
5912 Sweatpants - La,ge (Gray) $18.60 1906 Reebok Caasie Nylon Shoe 10 $43.35 1349 Small Cear Stoage Container $2.84 
5913 Sweatpants -XL (Gray) $18.60 1908 Reebok Caasie Nylon Shoe 11 $43.35 1440 Towel - Bath B.;g,, $9.00 
7966 Sweatpants-XXLg $17.90 1910 RoebokCaasieNylonShoe12 $43.35 1444 Pillow SI0.00 
7967 Sweatpants. XXXLarge $21.20 1911 Reebok Caasie Nylon Shoe 13 $43.35 1445 Pillowease $2.00 
7968 Sweatpant>-XXXXl.arge $21.20 1933 RoebokCaasieNylonShoe14 $43.35 1449 Blanket $12.00 
6940 MedGrayT-Slurt. $6.50 1934 RoebokCaasieNylonShoe15 $43.35 1542 AnkleSoeks $1.50 
-La,ge~- ~ ~~~- ~ 
6942 XL Gray T-Slurt. $6.50 4234 Clear Mug $3.00 
6943 XXL Gray T-<hirt. $7.00 5573 lswnic Prayer Beads $4.30 
6944 XXXL Gray T-Slurt. $7.50 4625 Prayer Rug $24.00 
6945 XXXXL Gray T-Slurt. $12.00 4634 Medieme Bag $5.75 
3881 Box« Brien Med $6.80 1624 Bath Rug SI 1.00 
3882 Box« Brien Ls $6.80 1977 Roadmg Glas ... 2.00X $9.90 
3883 Boxer Brien XL $6.80 6999 Light bulb, 30 watt $3.00 
3884 Boxer Brien XXL $7.05 7082 12' Coax Cable $3.75 
7100 "Y" Ste,eo Headphone Adapter $4.00 
7101 Mono to Ste= Headphone Adapte,; $6.30 
7102 Headphone Extension $4.50 
9801 $3.40 of PCS Phon, Time $3.40 
9802 $6.80 of PCS Phone Time $6.80 
9803 $10.20 of PCS Phone Tune $10.20 
::![lll=:t:ItI!Ifilt1tm:211i::11r:r:IIlll:/Ill!I 
1318 Cards. Pow $1.50 
1319 Cards - Pinochle $1.50 
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Kirtlan G. Naylor ISB No. 3569 
Jacob H. Naylor ISB No. 8474 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
950 W. Bannock Street, Suite 610 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone No. (208) 383-9511 
Facsimile No. (208) 383-9516 
Email: kirt@naylorhales.com; jake@naylorhales.com 
Attorneys for Idaho Correctional Center, 
Melodee Armfield and Thomas Kessler 
!:=--=-----~~M ~~~~9::f,,--
fEB 18 2014 
CHRISTOPHER ·o. RICH, Clerk 
By STEPHANIE VIDAi< 
DeM"'r 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
MICHAEL T. HA YES, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF 
AMERICA; THE IDAHO CORRECTIONAL 
CENTER; TIM WENGLER WARDEN; DAN 
MELODY; TOM KESSLER; SGT FLEMMING 
GREEN; MELODEE ARMFIELD; SHANE 
JEPSEN, sued in their individual and official 
capacities, 
Defendants. 
Case No. Case No. CV OC 1319420 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO 
PLAINTIFF'S CIVIL RIGHTS 
COMPLAINT AND JURY TRIAL 
DEMANDED 
Defendants Idaho Correctional Center, Melodee Armfield and Thomas Kessler ("ICC"), by 
and through its attorneys ofrecord, Naylor & Hales, P.C., hereby answer Plaintiffs Complaint on 
file herein as follows: 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
AND JURY TRIAL DEMANDED - 1. 
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1. Defendants deny each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs Complaint not 
herein specifically and expressly admitted. The Defendants reserve the right to amend this and any 
other answer or denial stated herein, once they have had an opportunity to complete discovery 
regarding the allegations contained in Plaintiffs Complaint. 
I. 
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 
2. Answering paragraph 1, Defendants deny the current allegations. 
II. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
3. Answering the section of Plaintiffs Complaint entitled "Jurisdiction" Defendant 
acknowledges that this Court has jurisdiction overproperlypled matters involving 42 U.S.C. § 1983, 
28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, and 1367; in making this acknowledgment, Defendants do not admit that any 
such matters are actually properly pled in Plaintiffs Complaint, or that the facts set forth in 
Plaintiffs Complaint actually justify the exercise of such jurisdiction. 
III. 
THE PARTIES 
4. Answering paragraph 1, Defendants are presently without sufficient information upon 
which to admit or deny the allegations contained therein, and so deny the allegations at present for 
lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
5. Answering paragraph 2, Defendants only admit that each of the Defendants are 
citizens of the United States. Defendants are without sufficient information at this time to respond 
to Plaintiffs factual allegations, and thus deny the same. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
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6. Answering paragraph 3, Defendants only admit that Tim Wengler was employed by 
CCA as Warden ofldaho Correctional Center. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations. 
7. Answering paragraph 4, Defendants admit that Tom Kessler was employed by CCA 
as Assistant Warden ofldaho Correctional Center. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations. 
8. Answering paragraph 5, Defendants admit that Dan Melody was employed by CCA 
as Assistant Chief of Security of Idaho Correctional Center. Defendants deny the remainder of the 
allegations. 
9. Answering paragraph 6, Defendants admit that Flemming Greene was employed by 
CCA at Idaho Correctional Center. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations. 
10. Answering paragraph 7, Defendants admit that Melodee Armfield was employed by 
CCA at Idaho Correctional Center. Defendants deny the remainder of the allegations. 
IV. 
STATEMENT OF CLAIM 
11. Answering paragraph 8, the section of Plaintiffs Complaint entitled "Statement of 
Claim," Defendants deny all the allegations therein. 
V. 
STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS 
12. Answering paragraph 9, Defendants admit the allegations. 
13. Answering paragraph 10, Defendants admit only that Plaintiff had a gum infection 
and was treated. As to the remainder of the allegations, Defendants are presently without sufficient 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
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information upon which to admit or deny the allegations contained therein, and so deny the 
allegations at present for lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
14. Answering paragraphs 11-22, Defendants deny the allegations in these paragraphs. 
VI. 
CAUSES OF ACTION 
15. Answering paragraphs 23-24, Defendants deny the allegations in these paragraphs. 
VII. 
EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES 
16. Answering paragraph 25, the section of Plaintiffs Complaint entitled "Exhaustion 
of Administrative Remedies," Defendants are presently without sufficient information upon which 
to admit or deny the allegations contained therein, and so deny the allegations at present for lack of 
knowledge, information or belief. 
VIII. 
PREVIOUS LAWSUITS AND ADMINISTRATIVE RELIEF 
17. Answering paragraph 26, the section of Plaintiffs Complaint entitled "Previous 
Lawsuits and Administrative Relief," Defendants are presently without sufficient information upon 
which to admit or deny the allegations contained therein, and so deny the allegations at present for 
lack of knowledge, information or belief. 
IX. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
18. Plaintiffs Complaint last contains his Prayer for Relief, to the extent any answer is 
required thereto, Defendants deny the allegations contained therein, denies that the Plaintiff has 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
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stated any valid cause of action, or that the Plaintiff is entitled to any of the relief requested therein. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That Defendants have not been able to engage in sufficient discovery to learn all of the facts 
and circumstances relating to the matters described in the Plaintiffs Complaint and therefore request 
the Court to permit Defendants to amend their Answer and assert additional affirmative defenses or 
abandon affirmative defenses once discovery has been completed. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a cause of action against the Defendants upon 
which relief can be granted and should therefore be dismissed pursuant to Rule l 2(b )( 6) of the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That some or all of the Plaintiffs claims are barred by the applicable statute oflimitations, 
including that set forth at Idaho Code Section 5-219(4). 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiff has failed to act reasonably or to otherwise mitigate his damages, if any. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That the allegations contained in the Plaintiffs Complaint do not rise to the level of a 
deprivation of rights which are protected by the Constitution or any of the legal provisions referred 
to in the Plaintiffs Complaint. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
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SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiffs damages, if any, were proximately caused by the Plaintiffs own 
negligence (which negligence was equal to or greater than that, if any, of the Defendants), careless 
or criminal misconduct, thereby precluding any recovery by the Plaintiff. 
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That the Defendants acted in a reasonable and prudent fashion satisfying any duty, if any, 
that they owed under the rules, regulations, statutes, ordinances, customs, policies and usages of Ada 
County, the State ofldaho and/or the United States of America. 
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
To the extent that the Plaintiff is asserting state law claims, the liability, if any, of the 
Defendants for any state law claims or causes of action is limited pursuant to the provisions of the 
Idaho Tort Claims Act. In asserting this defense, Defendants are in no way conceding or admitting 
liability. 
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That some or all of the Defendants are immune from liability because the acts or omissions 
complained of, if any, were done by said Defendants in good faith, with honest, reasonable belief 
that such actions were necessary and lawful at the time they occurred. 
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That the Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim for relief against the Defendants entitling 
the Plaintiff to either punitive damages or equitable relief. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
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ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That the Defendants are immune from liability for punitive damages, if any, by state and 
federal law and/or court rulings. 
TWELFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That some or all of the individually named Defendants are immune, or have qualified 
immunity, to the allegations contained in the Plaintiffs Complaint. 
THIRTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That some or all of the acts or omissions complained ofby the Plaintiff against Defendants 
did not arise as a result of, nor was there any custom, policy, procedure, agreement, or understanding 
which deprived the Plaintiff of any civil rights. 
FOURTEENTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiff has failed to exhaust the available administrative remedies, and otherwise failed to 
comply with available administrative remedies. 
JURY DEMAND 
Defendants, pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby demand 
a trial by jury of the Plaintiffs action for damages. 
ATTORNEY FEES 
Defendants have been required to retain attorneys in order to defend this action and are 
entitled to recover reasonable attorney fees pursuant to federal and state law and applicable Rules 
of Civil Procedure. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants prays for judgment against the Plaintiff as follows: 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER TO PLAINTIFF'S CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLAINT 
AND JURY TRIAL DEMANDED - 7. 
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1. That the Plaintiffs Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and that the Plaintiff take 
nothing thereunder. 
2. That the Defendants be awarded their costs, including reasonable attorneys' fees 
pursuant to Federal Law and applicable Rules of Civil Procedure. 
3. That judgment be entered in favor of Defendants on all claims for relief. 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the 
circumstances. 
DATED this 18th day of February, 2014. 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
Correctional 
mfield and Thomas Kessler 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 18th day of February, 2014, I have mailed by United 
States Postal Service the foregoing document(s) to the following non-CM/ECF Registered 
Participant( s ). 
Michael T. Hayes, #20633 
I.M.S.I. , Unit J-69 
P.O. Box 51 
Boise, ID 83707 
Plaintiff 
9079 _03 Defs' Answer to Complaint FINAL.wpd 
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) MEMORANDUM DECISION 
) AND ORDER: ICC'S 





) __________ ) 
DEPUTY 
The plaintiffs complaint, a prisoner civil rights action, was filed in this court on October 
25, 2013. Since that time, the only named defendants who have been served are Idaho 
Correctional Center, Melodie Armfield, and Thomas Kessler. 1 Idaho Correctional Center (ICC) 
filed a motion to dismiss on July 7, 2014, asserting that it is not a "person," for purposes of a 
lawsuit brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983. The plaintiff has been ordered to and has filed a 
response to this motion to dismiss.2 For the reasons that follow, ICC's motion to dismiss will be 
granted. 
1The other named defendants have been dismissed, without prejudice, for failure to serve. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: ICC's Motion to Dismiss 1 
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LEGAL STANDARDS 
A. Motion to Dismiss 
"On a motion to dismiss pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), the court looks only at the 
pleadings, and all inferences are viewed in favor of the non-moving party. 'The question then is 
whether the non-movant has alleged sufficient facts in support of his claim which, if true, would 
entitle him to relief. Every reasonable intendment will be made to sustain a complaint against a 
motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim.' The issue is not whether the plaintiff will 
ultimately prevail, but whether the party is entitled to offer evidence to support the claims." 
Burghartv. Carlin, 151 Idaho 730, 731-32, 264 P.3d 71, 72-73 (Ct. App. 2011). 
"42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides in relevant part: 
Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or 
usage, of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to 
be subjected any citizen of the United States or other person within the 
jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges or immunities 
secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an 
action at law, suit in equity or other proceeding for redress. Merritt v. State, 108 
Idaho 20, 26, 696 P .2d 871, 877 (1985). 
DISCUSSION 
In his complaint, the plaintiff contends ''the defendants . . . caused violations of [his] 
rights to due process, adequate medical and dental care and [his] right to be free from 
unconstitutional segregation. Plaintiff ... was also denied access to his legal files, all in violation 
of state and federal law." Civil Rights Complaint, at 2. "At all relevant times herein, defendants 
were 'persons' for purposes of 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and acted under color oflaw to deprive plaintiff 
of his state and federal rights as set forth .... " Id., at 9. 
2The plaintiff appears in this proceeding pro se. See Golay v. Loomis, 118 Idaho 387, 393, 797 P .2d 95, 101 ( 1990) 
(In Idaho, "'[p]ro se litigants are held to the same standards and rules as those represented by an attorney."'). 
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ICC moves for dismissal from this action, arguing that it is not a "person," for purposes 
of a § 1983 action. 
I.R.C.P. 17(b) provides "[t]he capacity of a party, other than one acting in a 
representative capacity, to sue or be sued, shall be determined by the law of this state." 
As noted by ICC, there is apparently no published Idaho appellate case deciding whether 
an Idaho prison has the capacity to be sued. LC. § 20-101, which authorizes the establishment of 
prisons in Idaho, 3 does not specify that they can be sued and the plaintiff has cited no authority 
holding that it is an entity subject to suit here.4 
ICC also correctly notes that a number of courts in other jurisdictions have held that a 
prison is not a "person" capable of being sued in a § 1983 action. See, e.g., Tyler v. Sullivr n, 
1996 WL 195295, *1 (10th Cir.) ("The court dismissed the detention facility as a defendant, 
finding that the facility, a building owned and operated by the county, is not a person or legally 
created entity capable of being sued."); Allison v. California Adult Authority, 419 F .2d 822, 823 
(9th Cir. 1969) ("[S]tate agencies which are but arms of the state government are not 'persons' 
for purposes of the Civil Rights Act. Therefore plaintiff would not be entitled to relief against the 
California Adult Authority or San Quentin State Prison."); Williams v. Dorchester County 
Detention Center, 987 F.Supp.2d 690, 696 (D. S.C. 2013) ("The Detention Center itself is only a 
facility or building which cannot be sued as a 'Defendant .... "); Austin v. Mail Room at Halawa 
3"There shall be continually maintained for the care and custody of prisoners in Idaho, correctional facilities, and 
state rehabilitation centers, for use by the state board of correction located in the county of Ada and at such other 
places in the state of Idaho as may be determined by the board of correction; provided however that no facility may 
be acquired except as provided by law. All offenders convicted and sentenced according to law to imprisonment in 
the state prison, shall be committed to the custody of the state board of correction. All persons convicted of crimes 
against the laws of this state, and sentenced to confinement in the state prison shall be committed to the custody of 
the state board of correction, and must, during the term of their confinement, perform such labor under such rules 
and regulations as may be prescribed by the state board of correction." 
4Herrera v. Conner, 111 Idaho 1012, 729 P.2d 1075 (Ct. App. 1987), cited by the plaintiff, does not hold that a 
prison is a "person" or is otherwise an entity capable of being sued pursuant to§ 1983. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: ICC's Motion to Dismiss 3 
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Correctional Facility, 2011 WL 6012159, * (D. Hawaii) ("Claims under§ 1983 are directed at 
'persons,' a jail, prison facility, or prison mailroom is not a 'person' amenable to suit under § 
1983."); Barnes v. Missoula County Detention Facility, 2008 WL 5412448, *2 (D. Mont.) 
("Plaintiff cannot proceed against the Missoula County Detention Facility. The Detention Center 
is merely a building, it is not a person or legally created entity capable of being sued. 
Accordingly, it will be recommended for dismissal). 
In addition, as also noted by ICC,5 even assuming that ICC is an entity capable of being 
sued under § 1983, the plaintiff has not specified how ICC is responsible for any purported 
violation of his constitutional rights. Respondeat superior or vicarious liability is not permitted in 
a § 1983 action and the plaintiff has not asserted that ICC had any policy Jr custom that caused 
the violation of his constitutional rights. See Nation v. Idaho Department of Correction, 144 
Idaho 177, 186, 158 P.3d 953, 962 (2007) ("Local governments can be sued directly under 
section 1983 where a 'policy statement, ordinance, regulation, or decision officially adopted and 
promulgated by that body's officers' deprives an individual of his or her constitutional rights. 
Additionally, governmental entities may be sued if their unofficial custom works a constitutional 
deprivation. However, a governmental entity cannot be held liable under section 1983 for 
respondeat superior. Therefore, the county can only be held liable if the actions conducted 
pursuant to its official policies or customs caused a constitutional deprivation.") ( citations 
omitted).6 See also Overman v. Klein, 103 Idaho 795, 801, 695 P.2d 888, 894 (1982) 
5"Hayes does not allege that ICC caused his rights to be violated." Memorandum in Support, at 2. 
6In his "motion in opposition," the plaintiff appears to assert that there were policies and customs that caused or 
contributed to the violations of his constitutional rights but he does not specify what these policies or customs were, 
nor is there any mention of them in his complaint and there is also no specific mention of them in his motion to 
amend his complaint. 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: ICC's Motion to Dismiss 4 
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("[S]upervisory official cannot be sued under a theory of pure vicarious liability or respondeat 
superior under 42 U.S.C. § 1983."). 
Accordingly, for the reasons set forth above, ICC's motion to dismiss is hereby granted. 
SO ORDERED AND DATED THIS 1/0 day of August 2014. 
Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Senior District Judge 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: ICC's Motion to Dismiss 5 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by 
United States Mail, one copy of the above ORDER as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.R.C.P. to 
each of the parties of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows: 




BOISE, ID 83707 
KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR 
JACOB H. NAYLOR 
NAYLOR & HALES 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
950 W. BANNOCK STREET, SUITE 610 
BOISE, ID 83702 
Date: 
AUG 2 1 2014 
---------
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) DISMISSAL FOR 
) FAILURE TO SERVE 
) AND ORDER DENYING 
) MOTION TO AMEND 
) 
) 
) _______________ ) 
DEPUTY 
The plaintiffs complaint was filed in this court on October 25, 2013. Since that time, 
there is no indication in the file that the plaintiff has effected service on the following named 
defendants: CORRECTIONS CORPORATION OF AMERICA; TIM WENGLER; DAN 
MELODY; SGT. FLEMMING GREEN; and SHANE JEPSEN. 
1.R.C.P. 4(a)(l) provides "[a]t the request of the plaintiff, the clerk of the district 
court shall forthwith issue a summons and deliver it for service as provided by Rule 4(c)." "If 
a service of the summons and complaint is not made within six ( 6) months after the filing of 
the complaint and the party on whose behalf such service was required cannot show good 
cause why such service was not made within that period, the action shall be dismissed as to 
Order of Dismissal for Failure to Serve 1 
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that defendant without prejudice upon the court's own initiative with 14 days notice to such 
party or upon motion." I.R.C.P. 4(a)(2). 
The plaintiff has not provided any reason or justification for his failure to serve these 
defendants within the requisite time period. 1 
Accordingly, in view of the foregoing, these defendants are hereby dismissed from 
this action, without prejudice. 
The plaintiff has also filed a motion to amend his complaint. I.R.C.P. 15(a) provides: 
A party may amend the party's pleading once as a matter of course at any time 
before a responsive pleading is served or, if the pleading is one to which no 
responsive pleading is permitted and the action has not been placed upon the trial 
calendar, the party may so amend it at any time within twenty (20) days after it is 
served. Otherwise a party may amend a pleading only by leav"' of court or by 
written consent of the adverse party; and leave shall be freely given when justice 
so requires, and the court may make such order for the payment of costs as it 
deems proper. A party shall plead in response to an amended pleading within the 
time remaining for response to the original pleading or within ten (10) days after 
service of the amended pleading, whichever period may be the longer, unless the 
court otherwise orders. 
A responsive pleading has been served and the plaintiff has not set forth a proposed 
amended complaint. Nor has he specified in his motion how he proposes to amend his 
complaint. Consequently, the plaintiffs motion is denied. 
SO ORDERED AND DATED THIS /1,A) day of August 2014. 
Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Senior District Judge 
1The plaintiff asserts "the entity Corrections Corporation of America was properly served a copy of the civil 
rights complaint and demand for jury trial on 1/28/2014 at 10:00 hours by Ada County Deputy Kelly Adams 
#4485." Motion in Opposition, at 2. However, nothing in the file shows that this entity has been served. The 
plaintiff does not even contend that the other named defendants above have been served. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by 
United States Mail, one copy of the above ORDER as notice pursuant to Rule 77(d) I.R.C.P. to 
each of the parties ofrecord in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows: 




BOISE, ID 83707 
KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR 
JACOB H. NAYLOR 
NAYLOR & HALES, P.C. 
950 W. BANNOCK ST., SUITE 610 
BOISE, ID 83702 
Date: 
AUG 2 1 2014 
---------
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
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) ORDER DENYING 
) MOTION TO MODIFY 
) SCHEDULING ORDER 
) 
) __________ ) 
The plaintiff has filed a motion for the court to modify its previously entered 
scheduling order. The plaintiff "requests this ... court amend its ... scheduling order to 
make the amended civil rights complaint's new due date be set after the close of discovery as 
there is good cause appearing to have the amended complaint filed after the close of 
discovery in this process." Motion to Modify, at 1-2. 
The plaintiff's motion is denied. I.R.C.P. 16(a) provides that the scheduling order 
deadlines "shall not be modified except by leave of the district judge ... upon a showing of 
good cause or by stipulation of all the parties and approval of the court." 
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• 
In the court's view, the plaintiff's motion is premature. In the event that the plaintiff, 
after discovery, wishes to seek to amend his pleadings, he may so move at that time and the 
court will then consider whether there is good cause to grant his request. 
SO ORDERED AND DATED THIS _f_ day of October 2014. 
Order Denying Motion to Modify 2 
Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Senior District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I, Christopher D. Rich, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the above ORDER as notice pursuant to Rule 
77(d) I.R.C.P. to each of the parties ofrecord in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows: 




BOISE, ID 83707 
KIRTLAN G. NAYLOR 
JACOB H. NAYLOR 
NAYLOR & HALES 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
950 W. BANNOCK STREET, SUITE 610 
BOISE, ID 83702 
Date: OCT O ,9 2.0~ 
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CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
Ada County, Idaho 
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) MEMORANDUM DECISION 
) AND ORDER RE: DEFENDANTS' 
DEPUTY 
Defendants. 1 
) MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
) _______________ ) 
Presently pending before the court is the defendants' motion for summary judgment, filed 
on behalf of the remaining defendants in this § 1983 case: Melodee Armfield and Tom Kessler.2 
The plaintiff has been ordered to and has filed a response to this motion,3 after receiving 
1The plaintiffs complaint lists "Corrections Corporation of America; the Idaho Correctional Center; [Warden] Tim 
Wengler; Tom Kessler; Dan Melody; Sgt. Flemming Green; Melodee Armfield; Shane Jepsen; sued in their 
individual and official capacities." A Civil Rights Complaint, at 1. Corrections Corporation of America, Tim 
Wengler, Dan Melody, Sgt. Flemming Green, and Shane Jepsen have previously been dismissed due to failure of 
service. See Order of Dismissal for Failure to Serve and Order Denying Motion to Amend (August 21, 2014). Idaho 
Correctional Center was dismissed on August 21, 2014, for reasons set forth in that memorandum decision and 
order. See Memorandum Decision and Order Re: ICC's Motion to Dismiss (August 21, 2014). 
2Neither the defendants nor the plaintiff have timely requested oral argument and the court finds oral argument is not 
necessary. See 1.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(D). The plaintiff requested oral argument, after the expiration of the time afforded 
for his most recent extension of time but the court, again, finds that oral argument is unnecessary. The plaintiff also 
submitted untimely "citations to assist the court." The court has considered the citations but has not considered the 
factual assertions included in this untimely response except to note that they are unsworn. 
3The plaintiffs response was due on April 14, 2015, which is the date he asserts he provided the response to prison 
officials for mailing, although it was not received and filed until April 20, 2015. See Houston v. Lack, 487 U.S. 266, 
108 S.Ct. 2379, 101 L.Ed.2d 245 (1988) (mailbox rule); State v. Lee, 117 Idaho 203, 786 P.2d 594 (Ct. App. 1990). 
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extensions of time in which to do so. For the reasons set forth hereinafter, the defendants' motion 
will be granted. 
LEGAL STANDARDS 
A. Motion for Summary Judgment 
Summary judgment is proper when there is no genuine issue of material fact and the 
moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. When assessing a summary judgment 
motion, all controverted facts are to be liberally construed in the nonmoving party's favor and 
the court must draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the nonmoving party. Drennon v. Idaho 
State Correctional Institution, 145 Idaho 598, 601, 181 P.3d 524, 527 (Ct. App. 2008). 
The moving party bears the initial burden of establishing that there is no genuine issue of 
material fact and that they are entitled to judgment as a matter of law. This burden can be met by 
demonstrating the absence of evidence concerning an element the nonmoving would be required 
to prove at trial. This absence of evidence can be established by an affirmative showing with the 
party's own evidence or by reviewing the nonmoving party's evidence and asserting that proof of 
a required element is lacking. Id. 
After an absence of evidence has been shown, the burden shifts to the party opposing the 
motion to demonstrate, by depositions, affidavits, or discovery responses, that there is a genuine 
issue for trial or to provide a valid justification for failing to do so. Id. 
B. 42 U.S.C. § 1983 
"[A]lthough 42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides a remedy for a violation of federally protected 
rights, a state court has jurisdiction to entertain claims brought under the statute. There are two 
threshold requirements for a § 1983 claim. First, a person must act under color of state law when 
committing the challenged act. Second, the claimant must establish that the conduct deprived the 
claimant of a constitutionally protected right, privilege, or immunity." Dana, Larson, Roubal and 
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Associates v. Board of Commissioners of Canyon County, 124 Idaho 794, 798, 864 P.2d 632,636 
(Ct. App. 1993). 
"To prevail in a civil rights action under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, a plaintiff must plead and 
prove that the defendants, acting under color of state law, deprived the plaintiff of a right secured 
by the Constitution and laws of the United States. Section 1983 alone creates no substantive 
rights; rather, it is a vehicle by which a plaintiff may seek redress for deprivations of rights 
established in the Constitution or federal laws. The statute applies only ifthere is a deprivation of 
a federal right. Thus, '(t)he first inquiry in any § 1983 suit is whether the plaintiff has been 
deprived of a right secured by the Constitution and laws of the United States."' Bazzetta v. 
McGinnis, 902 F.Suop. 765, 769 (E.D. Mich. 1995) (citing Baker v. McCollan, 443 U.S. 137, 99 
S.Ct. 2689, 61 L.Ed.2d 433 (1979)). 
DECISION 
In his complaint, the plaintiff contends: 
Plaintiff Michael Hayes was placed in prison at the Idaho Correctional Center in 
April 2004. Plaintiff was transferred to the Idaho Maximum Security Institution 
on August 25, 2011, where the plaintiff is still housed at today 9/30/2013 ... 
That while housed in segregation during July and August 2011 Sgt. Flemming 
Green refused to give me a dental pick from my property for 39 days. After 15 
days in segregation with food trapped between my teeth I got a bad gum infection. 
I had to send in a health services request form to see the dent[i]st Dr. Wayne 
Peterson who prescribed me some antibiotics for the serious gum infection caused 
by the bacteria from rotting food that was trap[p ]ed between my teeth for 15 days 
Making victim Michael Hayes stay in a segregation prison cell for 15 days with 
food trapped between his teeth and causing a bad gum infection, that had to be 
treated with prescribed antibiotics is in fact deliberate indifference to plaintiff's 
serious health care need ... 
Defendants Dan Melody, Tom Kessler, and ICC Warden Tim Wengler conspired 
with the perpetrator Flemming Green to deprive victim Hayes of needed hygiene 
item a dental pick which could have been used to dislodge the trapped food 
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between victim Hayes's teeth ... dental picks are not included on the list of 
allowable property for segregation inmates ... 
On 7/13/2011 ... Sgt. Flemming Green was walking by my cell door ... I ... got 
his attention ... and told Mr. Green that I needed my criminal case files back 
from my property so I could get the case files ready for legal mailing to the 
United States District Court so the case could get filed in federal court. At that 
time the perpetrator Green responded in a tone that was loud very ag[g]ressive 
and angry [and said disparaging things to him]. The perpetrator Sgt. Green was at 
my cell door somewhere between 2 to 6 minutes ... ICC prison staff Dan 
Melody, Tom Kessler, Shane Jepsen, and Warden Tim Wengler all tried to cover 
up Sgt. Flemming Green's illegal and unconstitutional behavior ... 
On 7/13/2011 after Sgt. Flemming Green threatened to punch my face in and drop 
me [in the incident the plaintiff previously referenced]. The perpetrator Green 
then falsified a disciplinary report #112215 in order to further subject victim 
Michael T. Hayes to punishment. The disciplinary hearing officer Melodee 
Armfield conspired with other ICC prison staff to punish victim Hayes . . . 
Defendant Melodee Armfield found victim Hayes guilty of the DOR report 
without a hearing. Victim Hayes was not given any notice of the hearing date or 
time. Victim Hayes was not allowed to read his statement into the record for his 
own defense. Victim Hayes was not allowed to get witness statements from the 
eye witnesses who witnessed the loud angry verbal assault on victim Hays and 
heard the threat of physical violence when Sgt. Green told victim Hayes that why 
don't you smart off to me like you do to the other staff members and I will punch 
your face in. That ... [expletives] from Mexico Norma Rodriguez isn't here to 
protect you now .. . 
Defendant Melodee Armfield[']s actions caused victim Hayes to be placed in ad 
segregation because of a Class - B harassment disciplinary offense report that was 
falsified by Sgt. Green. Defendant Melodee Armfield denied victim Hayes a DOR 
hearing in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment[']s due process oflaw clause. 
Victim Michael T. Hayes is still in ad seg after nearly three years of 
unconstitutional lock down in ad seg. Defendant Armfield, conspired with Sgt. 
Green, Tom Kessler, Dan Melody, and ICC Warden Tim Wengler to deprive 
victim Hayes out of his constitutional rights .... A Civil Rights Complaint, at 9-
17. 
The plaintiff, therefore, stated broadly, essentially asserts three claims in his complaint: 
(1) the defendants were deliberately indifferent to his serious medical needs in failing to provide 
him with a dental pick, while he was in segregation; (2) the defendants violated his constitutional 
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e 
rights in reference to Sgt. Green's threatening and disparaging remarks to him; and (3) the 
defendants violated his constitutional rights in reference to Sgt. Green's "falsified" disciplinary 
report. 
1. Dental Pick 
As previously noted, the plaintiff contends his constitutional rights were violated when 
Sgt. Green failed to provide him with a dental pick, while he was in segregation, which he asserts 
led to a "bad" gum infection. The plaintiff contends Dan Melody, Tom Kessler, and ICC Warden 
Tim Wengler conspired with Sgt. Green to deprive him of this dental pick. 
When a prisoner alleges that prison officials failed to attend to a serious medical need, the 
proper inquiry is whether the officials exhibited deliberate indifference to that need. Hudson v. 
McMillan, 503 U.S. 1, 112 S.Ct. 995, 998, 117 L.Ed.2d 156 (1992). "A determination of 
deliberate indifference involves an examination of two elements: the seriousness of the 
prisoner's medical need and the nature of the prison's response to that need." Hayes v. Conway, 
144 Idaho 503, 507, 163 P.3d 1215, 1219 (Ct. App. 2007). "Serious medical needs include those 
diagnosed by a physician as mandating treatment or those that are so obvious even a lay person 
would easily recognize the necessity for a doctor's attention." Id. 
In order to establish deliberate indifference to a prisoner's serious medical need, there 
must have been some purposeful action or failure to act on the part of prison officials. Estelle v. 
Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 97 S.Ct. 285, 290-91, 50 L.Ed.2d 251 (1976). While a prisoner is not 
entitled under the Constitution to treatment at the level he demands, the failure to respond to a 
known medical problem can demonstrate deliberate indifference. Hayes, 144 Idaho at 507. 
Deliberate indifference can also be demonstrated by intentional delay in access to medical care 
or by intentional interference with a prisoner's prescribed treatment. Id. However, to demonstrate 
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deliberate indifference, a pnsoner must establish that his claim is based on more than a 
disagreement with the treating physician concerning the appropriate medical treatment. Id. 
"Deliberate indifference 'is more than negligence and approaches intentional wrongdoing 
. deliberate indifference is 'essentially a criminal recklessness standard, that is, ignoring a 
known risk."' Collignon v. Milwaukee County, 163 F.3d 982, 988 (?1h Cir. 1998). "[A] 
defendant's inadvertent error, negligence, gross negligence, or malpractice does not rise to the 
level of deliberate indifference." Caraballo v. Doe, 2011 WL 711079, *3 (S.D Ill.) (citing 
Johnson v. Doughty, 433 F.3d 1001, 1013 (7th Cir. 2006)). 
Sgt. Green is not a defendant in this case, having never been served. The same is true of 
Tim Wengler. Thus, the plaintiff's dental picks allegations only remain as to Tom Kessler, who 
the plaintiff states in his complaint was the assistant warden of security at Idaho Correctional 
Center.4 The only assertions the plaintiff makes against Mr. Kessler are that he conspired with 
others to deprive him of a dental pick. 
The plaintiff's contentions concerning Assistant Warden Kessler cannot survive the 
defendants' motion for summary judgment. To begin with, § 1983 conspiracy claims must be 
pled with specificity and the plaintiff's were not. See, e.g., Anderson v. Hamilton, 780 F.Supp.2d 
635, 644 (S.D. Ohio) ("Conspiracy claims must be pled with a degree of specificity. Vague and 
conclusory allegations unsupported by material facts are insufficient .... ") (citing Hamilton v. 
City of Romulus, 409 Fed.Appx. 826, 835-36 (6th Cir. 2010)). Perhaps even more significantly, 
the materials before the court reveal that there is no genuine issue of material fact that the lack of 
a dental pick did not violate the plaintiff's constitutional rights. 
4"'[V]icarious liability is inapplicable to ... § 1983 suits, a plaintiff must plead that each Government-official 
defendant, through the official's own individual actions, have violated the Constitution."' Chapman v. Finnegan, 
950 F.Supp.2d 285, 294 (D. Mass. 2013) (citing Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 676, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 173 L.Ed.2d 
868 (2009)). 
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The defendants have submitted a "declaration of Wayne Peterson, D.M.D." Dr. Peterson 
notes in his declaration that he is a dentist and has been since 2000. He states, "[b ]ased on my 
personal treatment of Hayes, and based on his dental records, 5 it is clear that Hayes has had a 
long history of poor dental health even prior to his incarceration." Declaration of Wayne 
Peterson, D.M.D., at ,r 9. "In 2004, while incarcerated at ICC, Hayes complained of gingivitis 
and received a full dental exam with x-rays." Id., at ,r 10. He also received treatment for this 
condition, though he did not always adhere to the treatment recommended. See id., at ,r 11. 
"On May 26, 2005, the dental staff examined Hayes' mouth after he complained of pain 
in teeth #2, 14, and 15 and found deep decay in each tooth." Id., at ,r 12. "[T]he dentist 
conducting the exam noted that Hayes had a 'long history of poor dental health."' Id. Hayes 
received dental treatment. Id., at ,r,r 13-14. 
"On October 6, 2005, Hayes received a periodic examination ... The exam indicated that 
Hayes had inflamed gingiva." Id., at ,r 15. 
"On March 16, 2007, Hayes came to medical for a dental appointment. At this 
appointment, he was observed to have puffy gum tissue, light-moderate bleeding of the gums, 
and light-moderate subgingival calculus ... His teeth were cleaned and polished during this 
appointment." Id., at ,r 17. 
"On August 3, 2007, Hayes submitted a request for dental care and I attended to him ... 
During this appointment, Hayes requested that I remove his bridge, extract tooth #8, and put the 
bridge back on . . . I informed Hayes that removing the bridge would cause the bridge to be 
destroyed ... Additionally, I observed that the teeth adjacent to the bridge had significant bone 
loss ... Therefore, I recommended that tooth #8 not be extracted at that time ... However, I 
offered to take tooth #8 out if that was Hayes' desire, but he ultimately elected to keep the tooth 
5Exhibit A (which Dr. Peterson repeatedly references in his declaration). 
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in order to preserve his bridge ... I offered to have Hayes receive a second consult with another 
dentist employed at ICC." Id., at ,r 18. 
"On August 23, 2007, Hayes received a second consult with a different dentist. At that 
consult, Hayes informed the dentist he had periodontal disease, which is a form of gum disease." 
Id., at ,r 19. "The dentist offered to perform treatment on tooth #8, but Hayes refused treatment." 
Id. 
Dr. Peterson notes that the plaintiff received dental treatment on November 9, 2007, 
September 8 and September 28, 2008 and in March and April 2009. See id., at ,r ,r 20-24. 
"In May 2009, dental staff observed that Hayes had type 11-111 early to moderate 
periodontal disease ... He received periodontal maintenance and his teeth were cleaned and 
polished." Id., at ,r 25. 
"In July 2009, I performed work on tooth #13 by adding composite to the tooth ... I also 
removed decay from the tooth #30 ... The decay was attached to Hayes' gums on the roof of his 
mouth. In performing this treatment, I gave Hayes a standard injection on the roof of his mouth 
to numb the pain . . . This is a painful injection, and Hayes became very agitated when he 
received the injection." Id., at ,r 26. 
"On June 29, 2010, Hayes refused to see me, claiming that I assaulted him during the 
July 7, 2009, appointment by giving him an injection ... He threatened to file a criminal 
complaint against me and threatened to file a complaint with the state Board of Dentistry . . . 
Hayes told me that he made copies of the complaint form from the Board of Dentistry and was 
handing them out to other inmates requesting that they also file complaints against me." Id., at ,r 
27. 
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"On September 28, 2010, Hayes was scheduled with a different dentist ... After hearing 
the dentist's suggestion, Hayes began arguing with the dentist and insisted that he would need 
Vicodin after his tooth was extracted . . . The dentist responded that he could not give him 
Vicodin and that Motrin was the standard protocol for this procedure . . . Hayes continued to 
argue and needed to be escorted out by a prison guard." Id., at 128. 
"In January 2011, Hayes again complained of pain in his mouth ... The dentist 
performed an exam and took x-rays ... The dentist observed several broken teeth and 
recommended that the broken teeth be extracted and replaced with a partial denture ... Hayes 
missed his next scheduled appointment with the dentist in March ... He returned in May, 2011, 
and complained of pain in teeth #2, 3, 13, and 14 ... The dentist explained his treatment options, 
included the option of extracting the teeth." Id., at 129. 
"On July 28, 2011, I treated Hayes in response to his request for dental services . 
Hayes complained of a 'pus pocket' around tooth #4. I inspected his mouth and observed that 
Hayes' gums were puffy ... the puffy gums were likely related to Hayes' periodontal disease ... 
I also observed food caught between tooth #4 and the gums and I determined this did not cause 
Hayes' periodontal disease ... Generalized gum disease is a chronic condition that takes place 
over years, and not something that happens over the course of a day or a month. Hayes requested 
a dental pick and I was informed by Sergeant Flemming Green that dental picks were not 
allowed in administrative segregation where Hayes resided ... Hayes received a cleaning which 
cleaned out the area Hayes was concerned with." Id., at 130. 
"On September 8, 2011, Hayes saw a different dentist to have tooth #13 extracted." Id., at 
131. 
"On October 3, 2011, the same dentist extracted tooth #14." Id., at 132. 
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"On November 7, 2011, the dentist extracted teeth #2, #3, and #5." Id., at 133. 
"Hayes returned to the dentist on December 27, 2011, for a cleaning and was instructed 
to watch his periodontal disease." Id., at 134. 
"Based on my personal treatment of Hayes and my review of his dental records, it is my 
opinion to a medical degree of certainty that Hayes had periodontal disease prior to his July 28, 
2011 dental appointment." Id., at 135. 
"Periodontal disease is a form of gum disease that destroys bone and gum tissue and can 
cause tooth loss. Symptoms of periodontal disease were observed as early as October 6, 2005, 
when Hayes' presented with inflamed gingiva ... More symptoms were observed in 2007 
(Hayes was observed to have puffy gum tissue, light-moderate bleeding of the gums, and light 
moderate subgingival calculus; he also informed a different dentist that he had periodontal 
disease;) and 2009 (dental staff observed that Hayes had type II-III early to moderate periodontal 
disease)." Id., at 136. 
"Based on my personal treatment of Hayes and my review of his dental records, it is my 
opinion to a medical degree of certainty that Hayes had periodontal disease years prior to his July 
28, 2011, appointment. It is also my opinion to a medical degree of certainty that Hayes' 
condition on July 28, 2011, was a result of years of periodontal disease and poor dental health 
and not the result of the lack of a dental pick for 39 days. In my professional medical opinion, 
even if Hayes had a dental pick during this time frame, he would have still suffered from 
periodontal disease." Id., at 137. 
In sum, the materials submitted by the defendants reveal that the plaintiff received dental 
treatment on numerous occasions, that he had periodontal disease prior to the time he did not 
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receive a tooth pick, and that this disease was not, as he claims in his complaint, a result of the 
lack of a dental pick. 
In reference to the defendants' summary judgment motion and his contentions concerning 
the dental pick, or lack thereof, the plaintiff has submitted an unswom "motion in opposition to 
CCA/ICC Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment." In his unswom response, the plaintiff 
contends, without citing any supporting evidence, "the refusal to give [him] [ a dental pick] did in 
fact result in bad gum infection which caused needless pain and suffering." Motion in 
Opposition, at 3. This unswom assertion, unsupported by any supporting evidence, including any 
supporting medical evidence, is insufficient to rebut the materials submitted by the defendants, in 
support of their summary judgment motion. 
2. Threats-Disparaging Remarks 
The plaintiff also asserts that his constitutional rights were violated when Sgt. Green 
made threatening and disparaging remarks to him. These contentions also cannot survive the 
defendants' summary judgment motion. 
As previously noted, these assertions are made against Sgt. Green, who is not a defendant 
in this case. 
The plaintiff contends that Dan Melody, Tom Kessler, Shane Jepsen, Tim Wengler, 
attempted to "cover up" Green's "illegal and unconstitutional behavior." However, again, only 
Tom Kessler is a defendant here. 
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, threats and disparaging remarks do not rise to the 
level of constitutional violations. See Regelman v. Rustin, 2011 WL 1899779, *7 (W.D. Pa.) ("It 
is well established that allegations of threats or verbal harassment, without injury or damage, do 
not state a claim under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 ... verbal abuse and harassment ... does not rise to the 
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level of a constitutional violation ... there is no violation of a constitutional right even if prison 
guards are alleged to have made a racially disparaging remark.") (citing Burkholder v. Newton, 
116 Fed.Appx. 358, 360 (3d Cir. 2004); Morgan v. Ward, 699 F.Supp. 1025 (N.D. N.Y. 1988)). 
Consequently, neither would "covering up" such remarks.6 
3. False Disciplinary Report 
The plaintiff asserts Sgt. Green filed a false disciplinary report against him. However, 
again, Sgt. Green is not a defendant here and filing a false disciplinary report does not rise to the 
level of a constitutional violation. See Nelson v. Hobbs, 2011 WL 1575597, *2 (E.D. Ark.) ("The 
issuance of a false disciplinary report, without more, does not rise to the level of a constitutional 
violation.") (citing Freeman v. Rideout, 808 F.2d 949, 951-52 (2nd Cir. 1986)). 
The plaintiff also contends defendant Armfield, the disciplinary hearing officer, 
conducted the disciplinary hearing in reference to this "false" disciplinary report, without 
affording him certain due process rights. 
The Supreme Court of the United States has held: "States may under certain 
circumstances create liberty interests which are protected by the Due Process Clause . . . But 
these interests will be generally limited to freedom from restraint which, while not exceeding the 
sentence in such an unexpected manner as to give rise to protection by the Due Process Clause of 
its own force ... nonetheless imposes atypical and significant hardship on the inmate in relation 
to the ordinary incidents of prison life." Sandin v. Conner, 515 U.S. 472, 115 S.Ct. 2293, 2300, 
132 L.Ed.2d 418 (1995). In other words, the court looks at whether the disciplinary restrictions 
constitute a dramatic departure from the basic conditions of prison life. Briggs v. Kempf, 146 
Idaho 172, 175, 191 P.3d 250,253 (Ct. App. 2008) (citing Sandin). 
6To the extent, if any, that the plaintiff contends this "cover up" assisted in his being found to have committed DOR 
#112215, there was no discipline imposed as a result of this disciplinary report, as noted hereinafter. 
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The plaintiff has provided no evidence, in his response, concerning the sanctions 
resulting from this disciplinary report, 7 which he contends were accomplished without his being 
afforded due process and he has failed to show that these sanctions rose to the level of "a 
dramatic departure from the basic conditions of prison life." 
In addition, the defendants have submitted the declaration of defendant Armfield. In her 
declaration, she states "[ d]uring my employment at ICC, I held the position of Disciplinary 
Hearing Officer ('DHO') from November 2009 to June 30, 2014." Declaration of Melodee 
Armfield, at ,r 2. 
"I have reviewed DOR #112215 as referenced in Plaintiffs Complaint and a true and 
accurate copy of the records of DOR #112215 are attached as Exhibit A ... I have also reviewed 
DOR #112114, which provides context and background to Hayes' claims, and a true and 
accurate copy of the records of DOR #112114 are attached as Exhibit B. Id., at ,r 5. 
In reference to DOR #112114, "[o]n July 5, 2011, Michael T. Hayes approached 
Correctional Officer Wells and asked him for the keys to open the closet and retrieve his legal 
boxes [citing Exhibit B] ... Officer Wells informed him that he would get someone who had the 
keys, but that it would take a few minutes as he was getting forms for other inmates ... A few 
minutes later, Hayes approached . . . Wells . . . and started yelling and screaming at him . . . 
71n his unsworn response to the defendants' summary judgment motion, the plaintiff asserts he has been in 
segregation "for 1362 days as a direct result of the D.O.R. 112215." Motion in Opposition, at 20. However, again, 
the plaintiffs response is unsworn, in contrast to the affidavit of Assistant Warden Kessler, which provides that he is 
not in segregation as a result of this disciplinary offense report but, rather, as a result of his history of poor 
institutional behavior. See Declaration of Thomas Kessler, at 11 18-19 ("Reclassification of an inmate is conducted 
in an administrative process separate from disciplinary hearings. During the reclassification process, the appropriate 
authority considers a variety of factors, including the inmate's aggression, behavior, DOR history, age, and other 
factors, to determine whether to reclassify the inmate. Generally, an inmate is not reclassified as a result of one or 
two DORs, but is reclassified based on a history of aggression, poor behavior, and overall conduct. An inmate is not 
reclassified as a sanction provided pursuant to a DOR hearing . . . Hayes was not reclassified to administrative 
segregation as a sole direct result of the confirmation of his July 13, 2011 DOR. Rather, at a later time and through a 
separate process, Hayes was reclassified permanently to administrative segregation based on a variety of factors, 
including his overall discipline record and increasingly aggressive behavior exhibited towards staff throughout the 
entire time he was housed at ICC."). 
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Wells instructed Hayes to place his hands on the wall and Hayes initially complied ... Hayes 
then continued to yell and scream at ... Wells and repeatedly removed his hands from the wall . 
. . . Hayes stated 'F*** you, you p***y piece of shit."' Id., at , 20. As a result of Hayes' 
behavior, Officer Wells wrote DOR #112114 stating that Hayes violated a rule by harassing 
him." Id., at, 21. 
"During the hearing, Hayes had the opportunity to provide a statement . . . Hayes 
requested to see footage from the video camera . . . His request was denied because inmates are 
not allowed to view video footage per ICC policy for security reasons ... Hayes became very 
agitated and disruptive. He displayed poor behavior and was unable to remain at the hearing .. . 
After considering the evidence presented during the hearing, I confirmed the rule violation ... I 
then issued formal sanctions against Hayes, including restricting his property, commissary, and 
telephone, and issuing detention." Id., at, 25. 
In reference to DOR #112215 [citing Exhibit A], "[o]n July 13, 2011, three correctional 
officers questioned Hayes about an incident statement he had written . . . During the 
conversation, Hayes told an officer, '(Y)ou know, what you said you punk mother f***er. You 
had better get (out) of here, you got something big coming to you.' ... As a result of Hayes' 
behavior, the officer wrote DOR #112215 stating that Hayes violated a rule by harassing him." 
Id., at, 28. 
"On July 16, 2011, Hayes was served with a copy of the DOR for harassment based on 
his aggressive behavior towards the officer ... The DOR effectively gave notice to Hayes that he 
would receive a DOR hearing within seven (7) days of being served the DOR." Id., at, 29. 
"I scheduled a DOR hearing for July 19, 2011, within the appropriate seven (7) day 
requirement ... Hayes had three ... days to prepare for the hearing . . . Prior to the hearing, 
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Hayes had an opportunity to request witness statements from staff members or inmates, but he 
did not identify any potential witness and he did not request any witness statements." Id., at ff 
30-31. 
"On July 19, 2011, I conducted Hayes' DOR hearing. The hearing was scheduled to 
immediately follow Hayes previous DOR hearing ... However, Hayes had been removed from 
his previous DOR hearing as a result of his poor behavior ... Due to Hayes' behavior, he was 
not permitted to return for his next DOR hearing. Inmates have no right to attend their DOR 
hearing if the inmate displays disruptive behavior [citing policy]. After considering the evidence 
at the hearing, I confirmed Hayes' DOR ... I did not impose any discipline on Hayes for this 
DOR." Id., at 32. 
The materials submitted by the defendants, unrebutted by the plaintiff's unswom 
response, reveal that the reason the plaintiff was not present at the disciplinary hearing 
concerning the "false" disciplinary report was because of his unruly behavior. Moreover, these 
materials provide that there was no discipline imposed so, pursuant to Sandin, no due process 
rights were implicated in reference to it. 
Conclusion 
Accordingly, in view of the foregoing, the defendants' motion for summary judgment is 
hereby granted. 
SO ORDERED AND DATED THIS_,_( day of May 2015. 
0-...Qdl~~ 
Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. 
Senior District Judge 
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NAYLOR & HALES 
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950 W. BANNOCK STREET, SUITE 610 
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